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Bait
It was my fault. Mama always said, “Don’t leave the baby alone. Night time is pretty to look at, but don’t

you go out and leave that baby alone.” I never knew why I had to watch after her, but when Mama made

a rule, I followed it.

There was a big party in town for the Mayor’s birthday. Big Sir took Mama with him because she’s so

pretty and he likes to show her off. She could pass for one of those Creole ladies on a good day. I couldn’t

go cuz’ I was too little and “too nappy”. I ain’t wanna go no way, cuz it was a pretty night and I wanted to

go look at the moon dance off the swamp. But I knew I wasn’t supposed to leave the baby, but the baby

was fine. She was sleepin’ so good cuz the breeze was blowin’ the wood chimes against the whippin’

post, making a soothing noise to sleep to. She was gon’ be fine.

I kissed her sweaty forehead and snuck out of the shack. It was easy that night, cuz all the white people

were gone and all the niggas was asleep. When I got outside, I heard the bugs screamin’ and followed em

down to the water. Then I heard some screamin’ of another kind. They were little screams, whimpers

like a puppy. It wasn’t no words, but scared yelps echoing through the bayou.

I thought an animal was hurt or somethin’, so I went to see what’s the matter. Down this muddy hill,

near the river, I saw a rusty cage. The little screams were coming from it. Then I saw a white man, and

some rope. Another white man with a flashlight. Another white man with a gun.

I got closer and hid behind a willow tree, being as quiet as I could. It’s not so bad being dark skinned

when it’s night time cuz people can’t see you.

I saw what was inside the screaming cage. It was full of negro babies, naked and crying. There was a

bucket of pig fat next to it. The white man grabbed a baby girl out of the cage, greased her up, and tied

the rope around her neck, really tight. The moonlight made her shiny skin glow as she screamed as loud

as she could. The white man threw her into the water and she tried to swim for a minute before she

started to drown. I had moved to the other side of the tree by now to see what he was fishing for. The

white man just stood there, spitting snuff and making small talk with the other white men. “That party’s

prolly a lot more fun than catchin’ gators.”

“Yeah, but dis’ enough to hold us over til the next one.” Another white man held up a brown jug of liquor

and took a big gulp.

Then out of nowhere, a giant gator came and snapped down on the rope. Hard. “Shit!” the white man

yelled. One of his buddies took the gun and shot the gator straight in the head. Like a habit. The water

stilled and the gator waded until the white man went in, opened its dead jaws and took what was left of

the baby out. He threw her out into the swamp.

I couldn’t hear what they were saying after that. I didn’t realize that I was screamin’ now too. I ran as

fast as I could toward the shack. They didn’t chase after me though. I turned and saw that they was still 

Zuri McWhorter
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just standing there, doing their business. I started screamin’ again, but nothing was coming out. They ain’t

hear me the first time, neither.

I ran to check on the baby. But she was gone. They took her while I was gone! I ran back outside and

couldn’t see anything cuz my eyes were burning. I ain’t wanna go back down to the swamp so I just fell to

the ground and cried.

A second later, a sweet voice startled me. “Child, what you doin’ out her makin’ all that fuss for?”

It was Mama! She was holding the baby, still sweaty and sleepin’.

I got up and held onto my Mama. “I went to the swamp, you told me not to! I saw what they did to the

babies.”

“Hush girl!” We went back into the house and Mama sat me down on her lap, with the baby in her arms.

“Ms. May caught you runnin’ down, so she came and took the baby to her shack.” Mama was calm, but

still scary to me.

I wiped my eyes and tried to catch my breath. “I’m sorry Mama.”

“What I tell you? Don’t leave that baby alone. Now you know why, dontcha?”



“Poetry puts starch in
your backbone so you
can stand, so you can
compose your life.”

MAYA ANGELOU:
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ALL FOR YOU
I’m sarry Mista Roberts,
I only had one job and that was to press a button
You missed a meeting today because you sat in the elevator for 20 minutes,
Waitin on me to press a button

Yo head down looking at your phone
You neva knowin if you goin up or down
Yah just there standing waiting on me to do my job

But
I can explain
My baby she couldn’t breathe
She was sick the food she been eatin and drinkin
It made her sick but I couldn’t take care of her
Cus I had to be here

So now she dead
Somethin in the food
Somethin in the water
Somethin killed her and it wasn’t natural
All the kids around sick
All my babies sick
Well one dead

So please don’t take my job
This how my kids buy their poisons
How I buy the caged chickens instead of the free ones
This how we die,
Buying caskets in paper bags with smiles.
I’m sarry Mista Roberts
My problems not yo problems

From the Nigga that presses the buttons

BLACK ROSE

PULSE
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MAMI

By  Henry  Gonza lez

Mami,
I’m sorry I wouldn’t respond back to you in Spanish,

and that for too long I let our culture vanish,
But I was just trying to make some friends…

and these damn kids refuse to say my name properly.

Ma, I don’t want you to get mad,
but their parents said we couldn't

play together
unless it was on their property.  

“Why can’t your friends come over this time”
I remember you often asked of me

“Well I love my room, but I want to go somewhere else”
I used to respond awkwardly.

I couldn’t tell you
that living where we did

meant my friends could never hang out with me.

Although for too long I did
let this country blind me

to the richness
in our poverty.

Porque Mami,
Tu ha pasado demasiado trabajo,

Y Mami perdon que ya no te beso la mano,
Y no se si por eso soy

Un hijo o un Dominicano malo
Pero Mami,

Gracias por todos tu bendiciones
Y gracias por tu amor.

Gracias por darme maiz y trigo
cuando yo era tu pequeno pollito.

Gracias por aguantar mi gritos
I promise I’ll always be your

little Dominicanito.
And I’ll respond back to you in Spanish,

and I won’t forget what you’ve done for me,
where we came from,

what we’ve been through,
Te amo Mami, I love you.

And know because of you
forever when I sleep at night
yo soñaré con los angelitos.  

14
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Dear Friend

Dear Friend,

Again, you’ve hijacked my dreams. It’s five in the
morning, and never would I have thought that a bed as
small as mine, toes only barely just passing from poking
out from both sides, could become so immensely large.

I shut my eyes once more, and you’re there with me
again, lips so close to mine that my eyes could barely
make out what’s a nose, and what’s a mouth. I bring my
hands towards your hair, smoothing my fingers down the
back of your neck, and I can see you again. In a room so
abysmally dark — the fuel of my anxiety, the essence of
my fear — your lips are a constellation of photons and
when we kiss: fireworks collide. I grasp onto you, tightly,
because if I let go I’m afraid I’ll fall — that I might 

Paola Munoz

                                                                                never be able to see again. 

Perhaps fear is a secret kept between me and you, whispered between snores and restless nights. Perhaps only
you’ve seen darkness paralyze me dead with terror, so you must understand: this is why I am so enamored by
the light. While the absence of light might very well be death, unapologetic nothingness, the abundance of it is
its inverse: life, and more than that — it’s living. For the same reasons why flowers stubbornly insist on leaning
against icey windows in the middle of January — praying for at least a photon — I insist on leaning towards
you.

Maybe it’s light that reminds me of silent mornings when the heat radiating from your chest would envelop me
through harsh Februaries. Maybe it’s light that powerfully reminds me of how the ephemeral sparks emitted
from our words gave life to a beautiful friendship within the exponentially decreasing space that’s existed
between my lips and yours.

For us to know what light is, its composition and its influence, there must also be darkness, just as there is a
you and there is a me. Because you are night, too, my dear friend, I’ve learned to dance with my fears; to turn
my back towards it when it comes time to sleep, and allow its hands to hug my hips furiously — to rest on my
chest. Sometimes you’re a silhouette, one where I could readily make out the differences between your darkness
and the backdrop of mine. For these purposes, I’ve learned to sleep with the lights off, if I am to sleep with you,
too.

Today, my bed had no corners and I couldn’t quite fall from it, regardless of how hard I tried to seek for an
edge. I was reminded of how large of a world this is, when my friend isn’t in it to toss and turn with, to steal
sheets at the crack of dawn with. There isn’t anything else on this planetary ticking bomb of ours quite like
staring through the eyes of morning and night.

Dear friend, you are a great, great, man. Neither the Sun, nor the moon, could outshine you.

8
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See this line here?
This is the line in which I was born

Like a river it carries me
Straight, but only for so long

You see, a choice is needed to be made, always
Left, or right

But never both
For it is impossible

To go in two directions
At the same time

You see, this line defines me
Not only that, but it constrains me
Not only that, but it strangles me

Forcing me to will in its ways

But NO, this line encourages me
Its pinching clamps daring me to venture out

But if this line is earth, I am its subject
You see, it will allow me to escape

To explore
Anywhere I must
Anywhere I feel

To discover what would be
False connections

Because this line teases me, you see
It laughs, spits in my face, and steps on my soul

As I search for my soul
For what is and what’s not

For what I am to thee

It has a hold on me, this line
Like electromagnetic energy

Because, like earth, it uses its gravity to remind me
That I need not explore

And I needed not wander
And I need not wonder

For I was born on this line, and this line is where I shall stay
That anywhere else, I simply do not belong

Colour Line
Bianka Bell It shows no empathy, this line

For it is a mere unit of measurement
180 degrees of burning fire
Fueling a fire inside of me

So hot the devil asks for forgiveness

Because that 180 degrees cannot be so mere
If it leeches onto its subjects

Latches onto their backs
And pulls them in

Tighter and tighter
Each time the dare wonder

“What could be?”

And that is me
The wanderer
The wonderer

The traveler-to-be

This line prompts false hope
Augments curiosity

Ultimately eliciting misery

This line tears hearts
Eats souls

Destroys dreams

And yet,
No matter how strongly we resent it

Or how deeply we hate it
Or how many times we attempt to part from it

We know, deep down
That we need this line

With its honest deceit
With its burning protection

The line shields us

From the harshness of the world
From the inconsistencies of ourselves

From the susceptibility of perpetual discontent
The line is our supreme guardian

Or maybe our greatest source of destruction

So, stay on your own line
Or maybe don’t

just don’t be shocked
When you choose the wrong path

Or the right one

Because the line comes back, inevitably
Because, you see

You can venture away from the line
But the line will always hold firm within thee
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MELANIN CONFESSION

“I think my main issue with that question is that personally, within myself, I could really care less what I am. I’m coming
from a place where, as a multiracial person, I’ve got a lot of different influences in my life; I speak three languages, I don’t
think in one language all the time… and people often ask me to sort of identify something, even if it’s just, like, implicit in
the way they carry themselves around me. Like, when I meet people, they’ll often ask me what I am because, ‘oh’, I look so
‘exotic’. And I’ll say, ‘well, I’m Hispanic, I guess, cus you say I look exotic’. I’m not gonna be like, ‘no, I’m Scottish’—even

though I am Scottish too, you know? I mean, there are so many things within me that I don’t feel I could boil down into one
term, but ‘multiracial’ isn’t good enough. People wanna know: ‘do you deserve a scholarship?’, ‘do you deserve our

attention?’, ‘are you from a poor background?’— I tell people I’m Hispanic and they instantly think that I came from
another country and grew up with ten siblings, and that’s not the case. So, I try my best to explain that I’m coming from a
sort of unique place… probably something most people have no experience with whatsoever… it’s hard… The most racially
intense moment I’ve experienced at Bard hasn’t so much been compressed into one moment as it’s been sort of spread out
over the course of the development of a feeling, and the feeling that I get here is that kids of color hang out together and

white kids hang out together, but there isn’t much overlap. Yet, there’s this illusion that this is a really diverse school, and
that there’s really a lot being done to promote intermingling of people of different backgrounds. And yet, I don’t see that in

the social outlook of the school; it’s not really something that I’m feeling in the way that students carry themselves. And it’s
disappointing, it’s really sort of a let-down. ‘Cus this is the first time I’ve really ever lived in a place where there are a lot of

people around who can pronounce my last name, and who can look at me as a Hispanic and not see me as something
that’s, you know, ‘exotic’—quote-on-quote. So it’s really disappointing to finally be in that place and have those people still

be marginalized, and still be separate from the white majority.”

- racially disillusioned

Photographed by Bianka Bell
Photographed by Bianka Bell



If Atlas opted to bear the weight of an entire planet instead upon his
face, maybe then would that very mass encompass the crushing weight
of the multidimensional identity lodged upon my mask. Awkwardly
sustained by the fragile stature of my neck, this world of people,
generations, prejudices, and myself seesaws back and forth upon the tip
of my nose as I desperately attempt to maintain some sort of
equilibrium. The tightrope walker mustn’t stumble; this is the balancing
act that I must uphold in order to sustain — to preserve — myself.

El refrán dice that diamonds are made under intense pressure, but there
are days when the heavens themselves  never felt so dense. In the Bronx,
every  one and their mothers look like me, and I look exactly like them.
Los niñitos on my block carry pounds of gorgeously kinky hair upon their
heads up until they’re old enough to
take the heat lashed on by the
Dominican salons, an act of alchemy
where las hermanas del calor transform
baby girl’s frizzy crown into silk. “Pelo
malo,” dice tu mama, to which baby girl
responds: “pero mami, mi pelo nunca
se he portado mal”. I beg  to differ; her
pelo is mean-as-hell because baby girl’s
mane swallowed up the salonist’s entire
comb and coughed it back up into pieces
as an act of resistance. Our skin works in
much the same way. The latinxs within
the community, a blend of the
Dominican and Puerto-Rican diáspora,
and the hijxs de la diáspora produced
from it, waited for winters to bleach
their leather skin back to a colonial
past, piel stained and blessed by the
Sun alongside their Taino/Afro ancestors; others — the same folks
who’d take delight in the ways in which their hair would shatter timid
combs — did not mind being referred to as “morenita”; they waited
patiently for summers to come.

On Sunday mornings, los vecinos would bless you with twenty Hail
Mary’s and two sloppy kisses to the cheeks. As a child, I’d pay close
attention to las vecinas’ sharp adobo stained nails; with their right hand,
they were ready to snatch any one that came for their life; with their left
hand, they mastered the art of measuring the right amount of sasón to
add to their special paella de mariscos, an act of love and resistance
against the bland-as-hell gringo food that had been introduced by the
neocolonialists gentrifying mi barrio. I’d watch Doña Rosa fumble
around with her rosary during Wednesday group prayers on the fourth
floor in Mami’s — the loud-ass vecina on the fourth floor — crib. The
weight of years creasing the edges of their eyes and mouths revealed the
prayers that they would whisper to themselves after taking in the body
and blood of their Cristo; they longed for a heaven that would erase the
erosion of their faces and spirits. Womyn would decorate their heavily
calloused hands in rings that bore their names, while boldly wearing
crop tops to reveal the scars etched across their navels — sometimes
from forced c-sections — as proof of the pride they have raised: their
children. Sometimes, mothers don’t live long enough to teach their
daughters the difference between a caballero and a tiguere; mi mama
trato, but fate was not kind to her.

PAOLA MUNOZ
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“El Poder Del Pueblo”:
The Whispered Prayers of the Dominican Diáspora in

the South Bronx

I was 13-years-old and had just started my period when she abandoned
me for another world, taking with her my love of miracles as well as my
love of a white dios that falsely promised salvation to the luchadxr; I only
now realize how much this dios hated me for my untamed hair and my
wider set nose, much in the same way as the gringos who rebranded my
South Bronx as the Piano District hated me. Para el carajo with him. I tell
my closest friends now that I don’t believe in god (yes, lowercase god)
not because I don’t believe he actually exists somewhere sitting idly as
my mother suffered, but because I want him to know that I am rebelling
against his being. I am choosing to believe in myself over him.

The men leave home at 4 p.m. returning to their daughters by 4 a.m. I
barely recognize my father in the mornings; he grows older every night.  
                                                              Perhaps they bring back a nickel or two    
                                                               in their pockets. Despite that, they’re      
                                                               always rich enough to hand us our sour    
                                                               patch kids, just as they promised. My        
                                                             father’s arms, sore from holding a taxi      
                                                             wheel for hours, are still strong enough      
                                                           to pick up both his daughters, and fling        
                                                         them across his shoulders, so that they          
                                                         might be able to reach for something              
                                                         that he was never able to reach himself.        
                                                         Our dreams are now his wishes.

                                                               Families crossed entire oceans, far            
                                                               beyond the comfort of native soil                
                                                             beneath their feet, dream after dream        
                                                             deferred, at the slight hope that one day,  
                                                             their great, great, great granddaughter      
                                                             (their final dream: The Great American      
                                                             Dream) will actually be just that: great.  
I’d like to hope that they didn’t look back when they dropped their
names in the ocean in exchange for new ones. I can only image how
difficult it must have been for them to reintroduce themselves.

Now, more than ever, I struggle with my own identity because these
narratives — that of my community, friends, family, and ancestors —
are tangled into mine; like my hair, these intersecting narratives will
unapologetically resist against, and shatter, anything that tries to neatly
partition it. It demands that it be understood and loved as a complex and
intertwined entity — that it is enough.

At Cornell, people do not look like my vecinos. Whereas I would have
been praised for touching the hot paella and learning that it burns,
failure doesn’t work in the same way within institutions of higher
education. Failure haunts me; because my education is a gamble, I could
lose it all if I were to let my untreated anxiety and depression — my
mental illnesses political in and of itself as it intersects with my
latinidad, multiraciality of white/afro/indigenous, poverty, atheism, and
womynhood — keep me tethered to my bed during mornings when the
world feels far too heavy for my face to carry. My financial security is
contingent upon a certain grade — I am reduced to digits.

There are days when I can do more than just wake up. There are days
when I don’t give a fuck and I let the hood flow out of me within
oppressive academic spaces; I disrupt respectability and what it means 



to be “educated”. I can be academic, hood, and feminista all at once. Just
as I expect for the ways in which I have, and continue to, educate myself
to be honored as valid within academic spaces, I also expect that this
world may honor the experiences and physical presences of my father
and aunt who have educated me.

The village of people who raised me have never made me more proud of
being Dominican — especially as I decolonize my identity and reclaim
my afro/indigenous narratives — than I am now. I love that every
morning when I have to walk up the slope in front of my dorm, I can put
on some Gilberto Santa Rosa and salsa my way up the godforsaken climb
just as I did back in Harlem during my hour long commute to high
school. I love that my hair is political and that it has a mind of its own,
just like mi angel de la guardia of a mother and my father. I love that
luchando is a habit — because I’ve witnessed it being done over, and
over, and over again from my own community. Indeed, it does take a
village to raise a child. More than that, I love who I am. I love myself, and
that is a revolutionary act in and of itself. Everyday I see myself growing
(perhaps, not vertically), along with everyone else around me back
home. This is the place that my father had us reach for and there are
entire stratospheres that I have yet to see for myself. I only regret that I
cannot bring him and my aunt along with me sometimes so that they
may witness for themselves the fruit of their labor here at Cornell. The
world has grown three times its size and it feels heavier than ever before
— I hope it doesn’t stop. Despite the tremendous weight I carry now, I
could not imagine a greater honor. I will proudly carry my pueblo along
with me.

Because of everything that I am, the whispered prayers and narratives of the
Dominican Diáspora in the South Bronx, este “Nuevo Mundo” es mio para
reclamar: this “New World” is mine to reclaim.
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www.twitter.com/PaolaMunozRojas

Photo of the South Bronx by
Pamela Victoria Munoz



'EARTHLING'

"The modern Asian Australian female experience is a pendulum that swings between the extremes of
invisibility and hyper-exotification.

I have become relatively accustomed to questions like “What are you? You don’t really look Asian… are you actually fully
Asian? Why is your hair curly?”

Perhaps the most disheartening aspect of these questions is that they often come from fellow Asian women. The textbook
Asian appearance tends to fit this particular description: Fair, with yellow-toned skin, monolids, and straight, jet black hair.

This image has been engrained so deeply and intensely in the way that we think, that we are now oblivious to the multi-
faceted aspects of our culture. In a society that traditionally underestimates our biological and social variation, it is crucial
that we look for courage and validation within ourselves and the sisters of our own community in order to truly accept our

diverse Asian Australian identities."

- Giselle Enriquez 

Artwork by Giselle Enriquez

Check out more artwork by Giselle Enriquez at  https://www.behance.net/Giselle_enccc1
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I DIDN’T HAVE MORE FUN
AS A BLONDE

Tiffany Leung

Tiffany Leung

             decided to go blonde during my
sophomore and junior year of Bard for
many reasons. One reason in particular was to
see if blondes actually had more fun. Tumblr
and Instagram photos always depict laughing
girls with beautiful blonde hair and blue-eyes. In
addition to that, all throughout high school and
even for some time in college, I noticed that it
was the blonde girls who were more sexually
expressive, sexually desired, and universally
admired. “Dumb blonde” was never a phrase I
took seriously, but “Sexy
Blonde” definitely was.
What does it feel like to not have a care in the
world?  To know you’re sexually secure in a
society that finds blonde hair and blue eyes the
most sexually desirable traits? To put this
question to the test, I decided to see for myself if
blondes actually “have more fun.”

At the beginning of my experiment, I purchased
prescription blue contacts and bleached my hair
to the shade of sunlight. The first thing my family
asked was, “Why are you trying to be white?” I
brushed off their question, but in my head, all I
could respond with is, “Because white people
are more carefree.” During my time as a blonde
and blue-eyed girl, however, I was anything but
carefree. First of all, I did not experience that
more men approached me than when I had
been a brunette.  Secondly, I became more
confused about my race and identity.  I was not
white but I exemplified Caucasian features. This
caused some internal tension: What race was I
trying to identify as?  I was Asian, but my
appearance stated otherwise. The anxiety that
came over 
 

stemmed from the guilt of pursuing another
ethnicity and the frustration that I identified as
Un-Asian.

After dying my hair back to brown, I am the
only non-blonde in my friend-group again.  At
social gatherings, it feels as if all eyes are
directed at them.  Being the only woman of
color surrounded by white friends makes me
feel inherently different, so I now take
advantage of it.  I am the gregarious and loud
jokester of my friends. I still subconsciously
tell myself that I am not what men
stereotypically go for: thin, white, and blonde,
but it is more manageable now that I do not
feel the disparity between having white
features and being ethnically Asian.

Asian women are often exotified by the media
and pornographic sites as being sexually
submissive, family-oriented, and demure.
Meanwhile, white girls get to be wild,
carefree, and undeniable.  I realized that
during my experimentation as a blonde, I was
really trying to show the world that I identified
with these character features that are not
typically ascribed to Asian girls.  But in
doing so, I had put whiteness on a pedestal
and put my own ethnicity down.  I have
learned to embrace my Asian-American, un-
Asian self.  In the end, I find no contradiction
in identifying as a woman who is sexually
dominant, family-oriented, opinionated, wild,
carefree, and undeniably sexy. 

I
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UNSHAVEN

By  R i sh i  Muta l i k



I have mostly sported a clean-shaven look. But, after coming to
college, my look began to evolve. I experimented with different
looks ranging from stubble to scruff to just short of a short beard.
Ahh; The joys of being a young, evolving college student…

I recently went home to Connecticut to spend time with my
family. Upon arrival, my parents reacted to my one-inch beard
with surprise. “It’s only for a little while,”  I explained. This
particular long length was not a personal aesthetic choice. I had
been rehearsing for a play at school and was interesting in
making the character look a little different from my usual self.
As a result, many had commented on how much older and
different I looked. As someone who had spent most of my life
looking younger and more innocent than my age (an advantage
in some situations, a disadvantage in others), I was amused by
the responses.

Beard chat aside, I was ready for a wonderful weekend with my
family. We were planning to go a to a food festival the next day.
I was overjoyed at this news. Is there anything more heavenly
then sampling various cuisines with people you love? The next
day we drove to a quaint but unfamiliar Connecticut town. My
heart and stomach could not stand the excitement that was to
follow. I could see big tents and smell all kinds of flavors. I
walked from station to station, picking up every loaf, cup, or
skewer that met my eyes. My appreciation for this special day
with my family was boundless, yet it was not lost on me that we
were perhaps the only non-white family at the event. I quickly
set the fact aside. Growing up in the suburbs, you get used to
less diverse environments.

I soon separated from my family to explore more food stands
on my own. As I walked around the festival grounds, I began to
sense a certain energy being directed at me. As I stood in line,
waiting to sample the food, I started to notice people looking at
me. At first, I shrugged it off. As far as I was concerned, there
was no imaginable reason anyone would be staring at me. More
looks. I continued walking. No, something wasn’t right. The
people were not acknowledging me in a normal fashion. There
was discomfort in their looks. There was uncertainty. There was
distrust. There was fear. You can’t miss that. More looks.
“Perhaps I should look for my family," I thought.  More looks. I
grew increasingly nervous and tense. As I walked to another
food stand, I found myself having to maneuver through the
crowd.  I accidentally bumped into a woman who was walking

with a young child. I promptly said, “Excuse me.” With
unbelievable rage and aggression, the woman shot me a
look of disgust and hatred, shielded her daughter, and
moved away.

“I think you should shave,” my mom later said to me. She
hadn’t seen this particular incident but she had seen
enough. “I noticed people were giving you looks and I am
not ok with that.”

I shaved my beard. I didn’t even think about it. I just
wanted to erase this memory. I wanted the feeling to go
away. I wanted the shame to go away. By growing my
beard out, I had inadvertently invited the world to view me
as a stereotype: one associated with danger and hate. I
was someone to be feared and avoided. I was a potential
terrorist.

The more I thought about it, the more disgusted, sad and
livid I grew. How dare they antagonize me? How dare
they create a narrative for me and erase my own. How
dare they make me distrust myself and want to change
who I am. My own response was only a microcosm of
what some people endure every day, as they travel,
commute, work, and exist. In many ways, I am more
fortunate than most. I have many friends and even
acquaintances who have treated me with complete respect
and celebrated every aspect of who I am. I have
experienced this profound level of hate only once in my
life. But for so many, it is an everyday occurrence; that is
not something any of us should ignore. Yet, as some in this
world continue to stigmatize and demonize others, there is
only one thing I know I can do. And that is to tell my story.

I am writing this to reclaim my identity and reclaim my
narrative. I am so much more than the label I was given at
that festival. All of us are. This post is me fighting back in
the most peaceful, powerful, and productive way I know. I
am proud of my skin color. I am proud of my race. I am
proud of my ethnicity. I am proud of every piece of history
and complexity that comes with it. I am proud of my
identity. And I hope when you look at me, that is what you
see.
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"I was drafted into the
army at the age of 17. I

did not want to go to
war. I knew there was a
civil war in Thailand,
but I never expected
myself to be apart of
that. I went into war
for half a year and it
sucked. Nothing more
can be said about that.

It's heartbreaking.
Keep in mind, however,

that I fought for my
king no matter how

painful it was."

"What was the most
painful part of your
experience at war?"

"My friends, who were
from the same region
as I, also got drafted.

But, I am the only
survivor."

Bard Expression

PHOTOGRAPHED BY RIGZIN WANGYAL
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MAMI

Mami,
I’m sorry I wouldn’t respond back to you in Spanish,

and that for too long I let our culture vanish,
But I was just trying to make some friends…

and these damn kids refuse to say my name properly.

Ma, I don’t want you to get mad,
but their parents said we couldn't

play together
unless it was on their property.  

“Why can’t your friends come over this time”
I remember you often asked of me

“Well I love my room, but I want to go somewhere else”
I used to respond awkwardly.

I couldn’t tell you
that living where we did

meant my friends could never hang out with me.

Although for too long I did
let this country blind me

to the richness
in our poverty.

Porque Mami,
Tu ha pasado demasiado trabajo,

Y Mami perdon que ya no te beso la mano,
Y no se si por eso soy

Un hijo o un Dominicano malo
Pero Mami,

Gracias por todos tu bendiciones
Y gracias por tu amor.

Gracias por darme maiz y trigo
cuando yo era tu pequeno pollito.

Gracias por aguantar mi gritos
I promise I’ll always be your

little Dominicanito.
And I’ll respond back to you in Spanish,

and I won’t forget what you’ve done for me,
where we came from,

what we’ve been through,
Te amo Mami, I love you.

And know because of you
forever when I sleep at night
yo soñaré con los angelitos.  
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Dear Friend

Dear Friend,

Again, you’ve hijacked my dreams. It’s five in the
morning, and never would I have thought that a bed as
small as mine, toes only barely just passing from poking
out from both sides, could become so immensely large.

I shut my eyes once more, and you’re there with me
again, lips so close to mine that my eyes could barely
make out what’s a nose, and what’s a mouth. I bring my
hands towards your hair, smoothing my fingers down the
back of your neck, and I can see you again. In a room so
abysmally dark — the fuel of my anxiety, the essence of
my fear — your lips are a constellation of photons and
when we kiss: fireworks collide. I grasp onto you, tightly,
because if I let go I’m afraid I’ll fall — that I might 

Paola Munoz

                                                                                never be able to see again. 

Perhaps fear is a secret kept between me and you, whispered between snores and restless nights. Perhaps only
you’ve seen darkness paralyze me dead with terror, so you must understand: this is why I am so enamored by
the light. While the absence of light might very well be death, unapologetic nothingness, the abundance of it is
its inverse: life, and more than that — it’s living. For the same reasons why flowers stubbornly insist on leaning
against icey windows in the middle of January — praying for at least a photon — I insist on leaning towards
you.

Maybe it’s light that reminds me of silent mornings when the heat radiating from your chest would envelop me
through harsh Februaries. Maybe it’s light that powerfully reminds me of how the ephemeral sparks emitted
from our words gave life to a beautiful friendship within the exponentially decreasing space that’s existed
between my lips and yours.

For us to know what light is, its composition and its influence, there must also be darkness, just as there is a
you and there is a me. Because you are night, too, my dear friend, I’ve learned to dance with my fears; to turn
my back towards it when it comes time to sleep, and allow its hands to hug my hips furiously — to rest on my
chest. Sometimes you’re a silhouette, one where I could readily make out the differences between your darkness
and the backdrop of mine. For these purposes, I’ve learned to sleep with the lights off, if I am to sleep with you,
too.

Today, my bed had no corners and I couldn’t quite fall from it, regardless of how hard I tried to seek for an
edge. I was reminded of how large of a world this is, when my friend isn’t in it to toss and turn with, to steal
sheets at the crack of dawn with. There isn’t anything else on this planetary ticking bomb of ours quite like
staring through the eyes of morning and night.

Dear friend, you are a great, great, man. Neither the Sun, nor the moon, could outshine you.
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See this line here?

This is the line in which I was born

Like a river it carries me

Straight, but only for so long

You see, a choice is needed to be made, always

Left, or right

But never both

For it is impossible

To go in two directions

At the same time

You see, this line defines me

Not only that, but it constrains me

Not only that, but it strangles me

Forcing me to will in its ways

But NO, this line encourages me

Its pinching clamps daring me to venture out

But if this line is earth, I am its subject

You see, it will allow me to escape

To explore

Anywhere I must

Anywhere I feel

To discover what would be

False connections

Because this line teases me, you see

It laughs, spits in my face, and steps on my soul

As I search for my soul

For what is and what’s not

For what I am to thee

It has a hold on me, this line

Like electromagnetic energy

Because, like earth, it uses its gravity to remind me

That I need not explore

And I needed not wander

And I need not wonder

For I was born on this line, and this line is where I shall stay

That anywhere else, I simply do not belong

Colour Line
Bianka Bell It shows no empathy, this line

For it is a mere unit of measurement

180 degrees of burning fire

Fueling a fire inside of me

So hot the devil asks for forgiveness

Because that 180 degrees cannot be so mere

If it leeches onto its subjects

Latches onto their backs

And pulls them in

Tighter and tighter

Each time the dare wonder

“What could be?”

And that is me

The wanderer

The wonderer

The traveler-to-be

This line prompts false hope

Augments curiosity

Ultimately eliciting misery

This line tears hearts

Eats souls

Destroys dreams

And yet,

No matter how strongly we resent it

Or how deeply we hate it

Or how many times we attempt to part from it

We know, deep down

That we need this line

With its honest deceit

With its burning protection

The line shields us

From the harshness of the world

From the inconsistencies of ourselves

From the susceptibility of perpetual discontent

The line is our supreme guardian

Or maybe our greatest source of destruction

So, stay on your own line

Or maybe don’t

just don’t be shocked

When you choose the wrong path

Or the right one

Because the line comes back, inevitably

Because, you see

You can venture away from the line

But the line will always hold firm within thee
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MELANIN CONFESSION

“I think my main issue with that question is that personally, within myself, I could really care less what I am. I’m coming

from a place where, as a multiracial person, I’ve got a lot of different influences in my life; I speak three languages, I don’t

think in one language all the time… and people often ask me to sort of identify something, even if it’s just, like, implicit in

the way they carry themselves around me. Like, when I meet people, they’ll often ask me what I am because, ‘oh’, I look so

‘exotic’. And I’ll say, ‘well, I’m Hispanic, I guess, cus you say I look exotic’. I’m not gonna be like, ‘no, I’m Scottish’—even

though I am Scottish too, you know? I mean, there are so many things within me that I don’t feel I could boil down into one

term, but ‘multiracial’ isn’t good enough. People wanna know: ‘do you deserve a scholarship?’, ‘do you deserve our

attention?’, ‘are you from a poor background?’— I tell people I’m Hispanic and they instantly think that I came from

another country and grew up with ten siblings, and that’s not the case. So, I try my best to explain that I’m coming from a

sort of unique place… probably something most people have no experience with whatsoever… it’s hard… The most racially

intense moment I’ve experienced at Bard hasn’t so much been compressed into one moment as it’s been sort of spread out

over the course of the development of a feeling, and the feeling that I get here is that kids of color hang out together and

white kids hang out together, but there isn’t much overlap. Yet, there’s this illusion that this is a really diverse school, and

that there’s really a lot being done to promote intermingling of people of different backgrounds. And yet, I don’t see that in

the social outlook of the school; it’s not really something that I’m feeling in the way that students carry themselves. And it’s

disappointing, it’s really sort of a let-down. ‘Cus this is the first time I’ve really ever lived in a place where there are a lot of

people around who can pronounce my last name, and who can look at me as a Hispanic and not see me as something

that’s, you know, ‘exotic’—quote-on-quote. So it’s really disappointing to finally be in that place and have those people still

be marginalized, and still be separate from the white majority.”

- racially disillusioned

Photographed by Bianka Bell
Photographed by Bianka Bell



If Atlas opted to bear the weight of an entire planet instead upon his
face, maybe then would that very mass encompass the crushing weight
of the multidimensional identity lodged upon my mask. Awkwardly
sustained by the fragile stature of my neck, this world of people,
generations, prejudices, and myself seesaws back and forth upon the tip
of my nose as I desperately attempt to maintain some sort of
equilibrium. The tightrope walker mustn’t stumble; this is the balancing
act that I must uphold in order to sustain — to preserve — myself.

El refrán dice that diamonds are made under intense pressure, but there
are days when the heavens themselves  never felt so dense. In the Bronx,
every  one and their mothers look like me, and I look exactly like them.
Los niñitos on my block carry pounds of gorgeously kinky hair upon their
heads up until they’re old enough to
take the heat lashed on by the
Dominican salons, an act of alchemy
where las hermanas del calor transform
baby girl’s frizzy crown into silk. “Pelo
malo,” dice tu mama, to which baby girl
responds: “pero mami, mi pelo nunca
se he portado mal”. I beg  to differ; her
pelo is mean-as-hell because baby girl’s
mane swallowed up the salonist’s entire
comb and coughed it back up into pieces
as an act of resistance. Our skin works in
much the same way. The latinxs within
the community, a blend of the
Dominican and Puerto-Rican diáspora,
and the hijxs de la diáspora produced
from it, waited for winters to bleach
their leather skin back to a colonial
past, piel stained and blessed by the
Sun alongside their Taino/Afro ancestors; others — the same folks
who’d take delight in the ways in which their hair would shatter timid
combs — did not mind being referred to as “morenita”; they waited
patiently for summers to come.

On Sunday mornings, los vecinos would bless you with twenty Hail
Mary’s and two sloppy kisses to the cheeks. As a child, I’d pay close
attention to las vecinas’ sharp adobo stained nails; with their right hand,
they were ready to snatch any one that came for their life; with their left
hand, they mastered the art of measuring the right amount of sasón to
add to their special paella de mariscos, an act of love and resistance
against the bland-as-hell gringo food that had been introduced by the
neocolonialists gentrifying mi barrio. I’d watch Doña Rosa fumble
around with her rosary during Wednesday group prayers on the fourth
floor in Mami’s — the loud-ass vecina on the fourth floor — crib. The
weight of years creasing the edges of their eyes and mouths revealed the
prayers that they would whisper to themselves after taking in the body
and blood of their Cristo; they longed for a heaven that would erase the
erosion of their faces and spirits. Womyn would decorate their heavily
calloused hands in rings that bore their names, while boldly wearing
crop tops to reveal the scars etched across their navels — sometimes
from forced c-sections — as proof of the pride they have raised: their
children. Sometimes, mothers don’t live long enough to teach their
daughters the difference between a caballero and a tiguere; mi mama
trato, but fate was not kind to her.
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“El Poder Del Pueblo”:
The Whispered Prayers of the Dominican Diáspora in

the South Bronx

I was 13-years-old and had just started my period when she abandoned
me for another world, taking with her my love of miracles as well as my
love of a white dios that falsely promised salvation to the luchadxr; I only
now realize how much this dios hated me for my untamed hair and my
wider set nose, much in the same way as the gringos who rebranded my
South Bronx as the Piano District hated me. Para el carajo with him. I tell
my closest friends now that I don’t believe in god (yes, lowercase god)
not because I don’t believe he actually exists somewhere sitting idly as
my mother suffered, but because I want him to know that I am rebelling
against his being. I am choosing to believe in myself over him.

The men leave home at 4 p.m. returning to their daughters by 4 a.m. I
barely recognize my father in the mornings; he grows older every night.  
                                                              Perhaps they bring back a nickel or two    
                                                               in their pockets. Despite that, they’re      
                                                               always rich enough to hand us our sour    
                                                               patch kids, just as they promised. My        
                                                             father’s arms, sore from holding a taxi      
                                                             wheel for hours, are still strong enough      
                                                           to pick up both his daughters, and fling        
                                                         them across his shoulders, so that they          
                                                         might be able to reach for something              
                                                         that he was never able to reach himself.        
                                                         Our dreams are now his wishes.

                                                               Families crossed entire oceans, far            
                                                               beyond the comfort of native soil                
                                                             beneath their feet, dream after dream        
                                                             deferred, at the slight hope that one day,  
                                                             their great, great, great granddaughter      
                                                             (their final dream: The Great American      
                                                             Dream) will actually be just that: great.  
I’d like to hope that they didn’t look back when they dropped their
names in the ocean in exchange for new ones. I can only image how
difficult it must have been for them to reintroduce themselves.

Now, more than ever, I struggle with my own identity because these
narratives — that of my community, friends, family, and ancestors —
are tangled into mine; like my hair, these intersecting narratives will
unapologetically resist against, and shatter, anything that tries to neatly
partition it. It demands that it be understood and loved as a complex and
intertwined entity — that it is enough.

At Cornell, people do not look like my vecinos. Whereas I would have
been praised for touching the hot paella and learning that it burns,
failure doesn’t work in the same way within institutions of higher
education. Failure haunts me; because my education is a gamble, I could
lose it all if I were to let my untreated anxiety and depression — my
mental illnesses political in and of itself as it intersects with my
latinidad, multiraciality of white/afro/indigenous, poverty, atheism, and
womynhood — keep me tethered to my bed during mornings when the
world feels far too heavy for my face to carry. My financial security is
contingent upon a certain grade — I am reduced to digits.

There are days when I can do more than just wake up. There are days
when I don’t give a fuck and I let the hood flow out of me within
oppressive academic spaces; I disrupt respectability and what it means 



to be “educated”. I can be academic, hood, and feminista all at once. Just
as I expect for the ways in which I have, and continue to, educate myself
to be honored as valid within academic spaces, I also expect that this
world may honor the experiences and physical presences of my father
and aunt who have educated me.

The village of people who raised me have never made me more proud of
being Dominican — especially as I decolonize my identity and reclaim
my afro/indigenous narratives — than I am now. I love that every
morning when I have to walk up the slope in front of my dorm, I can put
on some Gilberto Santa Rosa and salsa my way up the godforsaken climb
just as I did back in Harlem during my hour long commute to high
school. I love that my hair is political and that it has a mind of its own,
just like mi angel de la guardia of a mother and my father. I love that
luchando is a habit — because I’ve witnessed it being done over, and
over, and over again from my own community. Indeed, it does take a
village to raise a child. More than that, I love who I am. I love myself, and
that is a revolutionary act in and of itself. Everyday I see myself growing
(perhaps, not vertically), along with everyone else around me back
home. This is the place that my father had us reach for and there are
entire stratospheres that I have yet to see for myself. I only regret that I
cannot bring him and my aunt along with me sometimes so that they
may witness for themselves the fruit of their labor here at Cornell. The
world has grown three times its size and it feels heavier than ever before
— I hope it doesn’t stop. Despite the tremendous weight I carry now, I
could not imagine a greater honor. I will proudly carry my pueblo along
with me.

Because of everything that I am, the whispered prayers and narratives of the
Dominican Diáspora in the South Bronx, este “Nuevo Mundo” es mio para
reclamar: this “New World” is mine to reclaim.
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Follow Paola Muñoz on Twitter:
www.twitter.com/PaolaMunozRojas

Photo of the South Bronx by
Pamela Victoria Munoz



'EARTHLING'

"The modern Asian Australian female experience is a pendulum that swings between the extremes of
invisibility and hyper-exotification.

I have become relatively accustomed to questions like “What are you? You don’t really look Asian… are you actually fully
Asian? Why is your hair curly?”

Perhaps the most disheartening aspect of these questions is that they often come from fellow Asian women. The textbook
Asian appearance tends to fit this particular description: Fair, with yellow-toned skin, monolids, and straight, jet black hair.

This image has been engrained so deeply and intensely in the way that we think, that we are now oblivious to the multi-
faceted aspects of our culture. In a society that traditionally underestimates our biological and social variation, it is crucial
that we look for courage and validation within ourselves and the sisters of our own community in order to truly accept our

diverse Asian Australian identities."

- Giselle Enriquez 

Artwork by Giselle Enriquez

Check out more artwork by Giselle Enriquez at  https://www.behance.net/Giselle_enccc1
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UNSHAVEN



I have mostly sported a clean-shaven look. But, after coming to

college, my look began to evolve. I experimented with different

looks ranging from stubble to scruff to just short of a short beard.

Ahh; The joys of being a young, evolving college student…

I recently went home to Connecticut to spend time with my

family. Upon arrival, my parents reacted to my one-inch beard

with surprise. “It’s only for a little while,”  I explained. This

particular long length was not a personal aesthetic choice. I had

been rehearsing for a play at school and was interesting in

making the character look a little different from my usual self.

As a result, many had commented on how much older and

different I looked. As someone who had spent most of my life

looking younger and more innocent than my age (an advantage

in some situations, a disadvantage in others), I was amused by

the responses.

Beard chat aside, I was ready for a wonderful weekend with my

family. We were planning to go a to a food festival the next day.

I was overjoyed at this news. Is there anything more heavenly

then sampling various cuisines with people you love? The next

day we drove to a quaint but unfamiliar Connecticut town. My

heart and stomach could not stand the excitement that was to

follow. I could see big tents and smell all kinds of flavors. I

walked from station to station, picking up every loaf, cup, or

skewer that met my eyes. My appreciation for this special day

with my family was boundless, yet it was not lost on me that we

were perhaps the only non-white family at the event. I quickly

set the fact aside. Growing up in the suburbs, you get used to

less diverse environments.

I soon separated from my family to explore more food stands

on my own. As I walked around the festival grounds, I began to

sense a certain energy being directed at me. As I stood in line,

waiting to sample the food, I started to notice people looking at

me. At first, I shrugged it off. As far as I was concerned, there

was no imaginable reason anyone would be staring at me. More

looks. I continued walking. No, something wasn’t right. The

people were not acknowledging me in a normal fashion. There

was discomfort in their looks. There was uncertainty. There was

distrust. There was fear. You can’t miss that. More looks.

“Perhaps I should look for my family," I thought.  More looks. I

grew increasingly nervous and tense. As I walked to another

food stand, I found myself having to maneuver through the

crowd.  I accidentally bumped into a woman who was walking

with a young child. I promptly said, “Excuse me.” With

unbelievable rage and aggression, the woman shot me a

look of disgust and hatred, shielded her daughter, and

moved away.

“I think you should shave,” my mom later said to me. She

hadn’t seen this particular incident but she had seen

enough. “I noticed people were giving you looks and I am
not ok with that.”

I shaved my beard. I didn’t even think about it. I just

wanted to erase this memory. I wanted the feeling to go

away. I wanted the shame to go away. By growing my

beard out, I had inadvertently invited the world to view me

as a stereotype: one associated with danger and hate. I

was someone to be feared and avoided. I was a potential

terrorist.

The more I thought about it, the more disgusted, sad and

livid I grew. How dare they antagonize me? How dare

they create a narrative for me and erase my own. How

dare they make me distrust myself and want to change

who I am. My own response was only a microcosm of

what some people endure every day, as they travel,

commute, work, and exist. In many ways, I am more

fortunate than most. I have many friends and even

acquaintances who have treated me with complete respect

and celebrated every aspect of who I am. I have

experienced this profound level of hate only once in my

life. But for so many, it is an everyday occurrence; that is

not something any of us should ignore. Yet, as some in this

world continue to stigmatize and demonize others, there is

only one thing I know I can do. And that is to tell my story.

I am writing this to reclaim my identity and reclaim my

narrative. I am so much more than the label I was given at

that festival. All of us are. This post is me fighting back in

the most peaceful, powerful, and productive way I know. I

am proud of my skin color. I am proud of my race. I am

proud of my ethnicity. I am proud of every piece of history

and complexity that comes with it. I am proud of my

identity. And I hope when you look at me, that is what you

see.
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"I was drafted into the
army at the age of 17. I

did not want to go to
war. I knew there was a
civil war in Thailand,
but I never expected
myself to be apart of
that. I went into war
for half a year and it
sucked. Nothing more
can be said about that.

It's heartbreaking.
Keep in mind, however,

that I fought for my
king no matter how

painful it was."

"What was the most
painful part of your
experience at war?"

"My friends, who were
from the same region
as I, also got drafted.

But, I am the only
survivor."

Bard Expression
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"MAYANN"
TROY SIMON

Short Stories

"Everything I knew about black women dissipated into thin air, spiraling
someplace remote and unknown. I felt as if a vitrified glass wall had been

broken, and I was free to live and appreciate them for their bodies, for who
they were, for who they are."

Featured photo by Sky Otero



"Mayann"
Troy Simon

19

She sashayed through the streets, strutting with her chest out, hips rocking back and forth like a skiff. The boys and I watched her. Her name was Mayann, but those who
knew her called her May. She was the only child, but some said that she had a step-brother named Terrance, her father’s son. Rumor has it that her father never had a

son, that he had died without mentioning it to Mayann.

To me, it was all lies. I believed that her father did have a son. I also believed that she took part in everything in the book, for there was much more beneath her black
skin, hinting lust or some kind of feeling of desire, of love, of pleasure.

People said she dabbled in pornography and prostitution, that she dated men ten years her senior, that she had a tramp stamp on her back, giving away proof about
her lifestyle. Most people never believed it because she never wore anything revealing in public. It didn’t surprise me that she didn’t, for those were the kind of black

women I knew, or so I thought.

“It is there, the tramp stamp,” I said.

“And you are fooling yourself,” Rodney said. The boys laughed, holding onto their chairs for balance. They were sitting, lying back with their legs crossed, bathing in
the summer sun as the blue skies stretched along the buildings.

“I’ve dated black women like her.” I rubbed my chin.

“Yeah, in your dreams,” Rodney said and placed his hands on my shoulder. “Mayann is not like any black woman. She has class.”

“What do you know about class, Rodney?” one of the boys interrupted.

“Too much to explain to you young fellas. A black woman like that,” Rodney said, standing from his chair and hefting his cane, “has it made.”

The boys fell out laughing. I did, too. We were all standing out in front of Rodney’s house, fundraising for the New Orleans Black Lives Matter Movement.  We made
an upward of $2,000 dollars over the weekend. Some people donated hundreds of dollars every now and again. Others stopped by our tables to purchase T-shirts and

hats.

“Yeah, right,” I said. “Saying I can’t talk to her, Rodney?”

He looked at me and folded his arms, “You can’t.”

“Okay, we’ll see.”

“We’ll see,” Rodney told me.

I knew much more about women than Rodney did, although he was twice my age, forty-eight. He looked not yet old and always dressed as if he was going to church.
The suits he wore were all black except for their lapels. They changed when he changed his suits. From what I remember, they were blue, red, orange, and sometimes

burgundy. The ladies loved his flatulent style, especially when he donned his tall hat on Mondays.

The women tittered when they saw him coming down the streets. They said he was funny and had a charming smile, that he was a sugar daddy and a gentleman. I
knew because Ms. Allen told me the stories, Rodney’s fiance. She said that Rodney stopped being a playa when she caught his eyes. She said she was thick fine and

had a whole lot of class.

Catching Rodney was like fishing. All he wanted was good bait, she said. And I gave it to him.

“Rodney?”

“Yes, honey?” Rodney said, craning his neck.

It was Ms. Allen. She stood in the threshold of the door. Her black hair rested on her shoulders and her stomach sat out like a barrel. She stood with arms akimbo.
The boys stared at her, gently tugging their collars for fresh air. They moved to the side when she stepped from the porch, doffing their caps and smiling with wide

smiles of admiration.

“Kitty needs to be taken for a walk,” she said, standing before Rodney.

“Okay. I’ll go get her then.” He walked into the house. “Here Kitty, Kitty.”

The boys and I muffled laughter.

Rodney came back with Kitty in his hands, on a leash.

“She needs to be taken to the Pet Shop, too.”

Rodney stood before Ms. Allen, nodding his head.
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“Okay,” he said.

The boys and I were silent.

After the fundraiser was over, I ran home. I had to make a few errands. I placed papers on my bed, setting them out neatly. They were stories I had written when I
was in high school. I’d typed them again and made red markings on them. Professor Henry wanted me to come over to take a look at my progress. I had about an

hour to type the pages up.

At the computer, I was changing the errors. When I was bored or tired, I walked to the kitchen to get a glass of water. I paced the floors looking back and forth out of
the windows across the street at Mayann’s house. I raked the laced curtains and pulled up my blinds. There she was, standing and talking on the phone, holding a
stack of papers in her hand. The way she stood reminded me of some ancient princess. Her black turtleneck sweater covered her torso and the light from the sun

shone onto her face. When she moved, the sun moved with her, too, always rearranging and complimenting her beauty.

I pulled the blinds open some more and realized that the water from the faucet was still running. The water spilled over, and I turned it off before heading to the
basement to snatch a mop. When I finished mopping the floor, I took another look out the window. Mayann was gone. I placed my hands on the sink and began

thinking. I then walked back to my room and started typing again.

The same thing happened the other day, Mayann was sitting at the window. I had a woman over that night. The woman and I met at the bar for the first time. She
asked me to buy her a drink, and I did. Next thing you know, she was in my bed, and I was boning her like a dog.

“Say my name?” I said.

“Erin,” she said.

“Louder.”

She began to moan and wrap her legs around me. “Harder.”

“What?”

“Harder.”

“But that’s not my name.”

“Harder. Harder. Harder.”

After the sex was over, we laid in bed and smoked a cigarette. I was staring at the ceiling, blowing a ball of smoke from my mouth. The woman’s underwear and bra
were still on the floor. I guessed she was sleeping over for the night.

“What’s wrong?” she asked me and rubbed my cock.

“Nothing.” I rolled over and placed my feet on the floor, stubbing out my cigarette. My alarm clock read 1A.M., but I didn’t feel tired. “I need to get a glass of water.”

“In the middle of the night?”

I ignored her and sauntered to the kitchen. Over the sink, a bar of moonlight came through the window. The blinds were up and Mayann’s lights were off. Her
curtains halfway shut. I guess she was sleeping or maybe getting boned. Who knew? I took another sip of water and stared out the window again. A lamplight came

on and Mayann’s curtains opened.

She was writing. The arm of her lamp reached over her. She kept writing and didn’t look up. I hid myself a little so she wouldn’t see me. I watched her move her hand
smoothly across the pages. She looked angry. I placed my face closer to the window until a hand touched my shoulder.

I jumped. I turned to see that it was the woman, standing before me, naked.

“Are you ready for round two?” she asked me and kissed my chest, easing her way down to my navel. She rose back up, smiling.

I smiled, too.

“What were you staring at?” the woman asked.

I turned around and Mayann was gone.

“Huh,” she said, waiting to hear me speak.

“Nothing,” I said and sat the cup in the sink, taking one last look out the window.

“Get back in bed.” The woman kissed me, rubbing her head against my chest.

“Okay,” I said and shut the laced curtains.

*

I told Rodney and the boys that Mayann was a mystery. They all laughed and Rodney denied it. He said that I didn't know much about classy black women. He said 
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that I didn’t know much about classy black women. He said Mayann was just too precocious for me, that she was too elegant and neat to degrade herself.

“And why is that?” I asked him.

“Because you’re thinking too much with this.” He placed his cane close to my cock. “And you ain’t thinking too much with this.” He pointed to his temple and walked
away. I sat there ruminating on what he had said; felt myself drifting back and forth from sex to Mayann, Mayann to sex. I guess Rodney was right. I told myself for

now on I’ll think before I feel.

I sat back in my seat and shook out a cigarette from its box. I took one drag and sat the cigarette between my middle and index finger. Mayann walked by wearing a
jogging bra—I think—and green spandex. She waved and smiled.

“Hello,” she said to the boys, her eyes missing me by a pinch of a glance. I wondered if she acknowledged me, too. I eyed her as my jaw dropped. Before I knew it, my
cock rose, standing rock hard like a commander ready for combat.

I was embarrassed.

She stopped and took her headphones out of her ears. She asked the boys a question, were they familiar with Magazine Street. They all answered at once. She nodded as
if she heard them—she didn’t. I saw it from the look in her eyes. She placed her headphones back in.

Yes, I am, I said to myself, but she couldn’t hear me. She already started off down the streets.

I watched her run. It was as if she was moving in slow motion. Her hair leaped from her shoulders. Her black skin glistened in the sun—that, when she stopped
running and placed her hands on her hips, I stared in awe and began to follow.

She was standing on the banquette, looking at herself in a mirror, posing for a magazine. Ebony? Women’s Health? Or was it for some invisible camera? Was it just the
mirror? Some mannequin she was so playfully trying to imitate? I wasn’t sure.

I walked toward her and stopped. She was getting in a car—with a man, perhaps? No, it was a woman ten years her senior. They both were laughing before opening the
car doors. I could see the smoke from the exhaust pipe wisp in the air when the engine cranked. The car drove off, and I was standing alone, longing for Mayann and

the day when she and I would meet.

*

At home, the image of Mayann kept flashing through my mind.

Stop it, I told myself. I tried typing on the computer, but her body kept interfering with my concentration.

“God damn it,” I shouted.

I walked to the window and raked the curtains. Looking across the street, no one was there. Mayann’s draperies were drawn and her lights were off. I wondered where
she could have been at this time of the day.

My phone rang. I looked at the screen. It was the woman from last night. She must have saved her number. Her name was Nina. She took a picture of herself, smiling
with me in the background. I held her panties in my hands. I didn’t remember any of it. I slid the screen and placed it on my ear.

“Hello,” Nina said.

“Hi.” I sounded awkward.

“Are we still on for tonight?” she said. I could hear wind blowing in the speaker.

“Yes, how are you?” I said and started for my door to check the mailbox outside.

“We’re breaking up,” she told me.

“What?”

“Hold on.” She put me on mute.

I put the phone on speaker and rummaged through my mail. They were old rent bills. I opened them and lifted my head up as I finished reading.

“Hello. Are you still there?” Nina said.

“Yes, I’m still here.”

“The phone lost signal,” she said.

As we were talking, Mayann walked outside of her door. Her phone was in her hand, Bluetooth in her ear—was she talking to someone? I saw her mouth moving but
not much. I think she was singing or maybe reciting a poem: Maya Angelou? Richard Wright? I was too busy paying attention to her clothes, white button down shirt

and black slacks, gorgeous heels. She wore red lipstick. Her neck and arm frozen, bejeweled like the pharoahs of ancient Egypt. Her crown was the sun that shone over
her head, reflecting the past and present of royal belonging. My mind went adrift as I mesmerized about her in exaggeration.

“Hello,” Nina said.
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I was silent.

“Are you still there? We’re breaking up.”

“Give me a minute,” I said and sat the phone down and went outside my gates, approaching Mayann with the deepest interest for the first time.

She stood before her car, trying to open her door. At that moment, I saw that it was my chance to ask her out.

“Hi,” I said. I stood holding my hands in my pockets, trying to play it cool. “Do you need any help?”

“No, I got it.” She tried opening her car door again.

“Here, let me see.” She stepped to the side. I looked at the door handle. “Can I see your keys?”

“Yeah, sure.”

I twisted it into the keyhole, gently pulling on the door.

“Watch it,” she said, touching my shoulder.

“You see,” I said, and twisted the key slowly, “my dad was a repo man, and he was very good at it.”

Mayann was silent.

“He worked almost every day. He was a faithful man and taught me most of what he knew about manhood. He always looked at me while smoking his cigarette,
smoke jutting from his nostrils. He would say, ‘Son, there are two sides to life. You can either see the positive side or the negative side. The positive side,’ he told me,

‘will always out beat the negative. You just have to take things slow and twist life.’” The car door unlocked, and I opened it. “‘And it’ll give you something back.’”

“Wow, how did you do that?”

“Time and practice. Here you go,” I said and handed her the keys.

“That was so nice of you. What’s your name?” Mayann held out her hand.

“The name’s Erin.”

“Pleasure to meet you. My name’s Mayann, but everyone calls me May. How can I repay you?”

“There is no need to repay me, but I would love to get to know you.”

“Sure, I think that would be a great idea. I see you all the time, but never stop to talk to you. I’ve just been busy running errands.”

“Are you single?”

“Yes,” Mayann laughed. “And loving the independence, the power over my body.”

“I see,” I said.

“Here, take my card.” She fished through her purse. “Let me know when you want to talk.”

“Thanks.” I took the card, and without question, tucked it into my pocket. Mayann hopped in her BMW and sat, dabbing makeup on her face while looking through
her rearview mirror. When she stopped, she looked at me. “Please, call me whenever you want to go someplace and talk,” she said and smiled. “Okay?”

“Sure.” I felt like a little boy. “I’ll give you a call. We can go to Deanies.”

“Alright. I love it. What time works for you?”

“I can do seven thirty-ish on a Wednesday.”

“Perfect,” she said. “That works for me.”

“Great. I’ll call you sometime,” I said, and before I could continue, she stopped me.

“Sounds good. Ciao.” She shut her car door and slowly pulled off as I began walking back to my porch.

I lay my phone on my ear. Nina was still there.

“What happened?” she asked.

“We’re breaking up.” The phone was losing its signal, and I could hear Nina’s voice drowning.

“Can you hear me now?” she said.
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“Yes, I can hear you.”

“I said what happened. Why were you taking so long?”

“Oh,” I finally answered. “I was helping someone out with their car.”

“Who?” she asked.

“Some lady from next door,” I said and looked down the streets. “Her name’s Mayann.”

*

Later that week, I called the date off with Nina. I told her I had some business to take care of, that I had to run some errands for my boss. The truth was, I was
preparing to meet Mayann at Deanies down in the French Quarter. I wore my finest in the closet: blue non-suede suit with black lapels. The bowtie I donned was in

sync with my white button down and black snakeskin shoes. I looked in the mirror for the third time and held my hands in my pocket. Nice, I said and gave myself a
pat on the shoulders. I took a visit to Rodney’s place before making it to the restaurant.

“Hey, Erin. I haven’t seen you in a while,” he said as he shook my hand. Ms. Allen sat at the kitchen table, Kitty on her lap. Rodney was cooking.

“I got a date.”

“With who, Mayann?”

“Yeah, I asked her out. She’s interested.”

Rodney smiled.

“Are you going to congratulate me?”

“No,” he said. “You still have to survive.”

“Rodney,” Ms. Allen said.

“Yes, honey?” he answered.

“The pot is running over.”

Rodney began stirring the pot. Ms. Allen sat in her seat, writing papers.

“Well, I wish you the best, Erin,” Rodney said. “I need to cook for my black queen.”

Ms. Allen smiled.

I just stood there, watching.

Leaving Rodney’s place, I picked up a bundle of nosegays as I made my way to Deanies. The place was packed, filled with men and women that looked to be in their
late twenties or early thirties. I observed the room in search for Mayann. She was nowhere to be found. I took a seat and looked out the window at the crescent moon.

French music played and a bar of men watched a replay of the Saints game. The Saints were winning, beating the Falcons in the fourth quarter—37 to 12.

“Hi,” someone said.

I turned from the window. It was Mayann.

“Hey,” I said. She wore white heels and a royal blue wrap dress, her body fully covered except the middle of her chest, which bulged out perfectly and exposed her
caramel skin. I rose from my seat and pulled out a chair. She sat and plopped her utensils on the table, laying out her cloth over her legs. I asked her if she needed

anything to drink, but she said nothing, only shaking her head.

“The moon is beautiful isn’t it?” I said.

“It’ll do. It’s too light. Why did you choose to sit by a window?”

“I thought you would like it.”

“It’s fine,” she said, easily turning her head, having no qualms.

“So I bought you these.” I placed the flowers on the table.

“They are….nice,” she said in a low tone, touching them with a tender hand.

“Thank you,” I said, skeptical of her response.

She touched them and looked through her phone and then back at me.
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“So,” I asked her. “What do you do for a living?”

“‘Cuse me?” she reached for the menu and flipped it open.

“I said what do you do for a living.”

“Oh,” she said, pointing to the menu. “There’s an oyster special.”

“How nice,” I said and cracked my menu open, too.

The waiter came to the table, pen and note pad in his hand. He stood before us.

“Hi,” I said, looking at the waiter. His dark hooded eyes gave me the impression that he was ready to take our orders. “We would like to have two glasses of water.”

“Um, I’m not in the mood for water.” Mayann looked at me and then at the waiter. “Would you make that a glass of red wine, please?”

I looked at her, speechless.

“Red wine?” the waiter repeated.

“Yes,” Mayann said. “Red wine.”

The waiter wrote it down without question. “Wine for you, too, sir?”

I nodded my head to confirm, watching Mayann thump through the menu.

“I ordered water because I thought you were thirsty,” I said.

“Thirsty?” Mayann said and cut her eyes. She read between the lines. “I think not.”

I gave Mayann a smile as she looked down at the menu. “But I’m thirty,” I said to her. She paid me no mind and kept flipping through the menu.

At the table, I talked the whole time. Mayann just asked me questions. I felt as if I had to answer them all. She asked me questions about my personal life, finances,
experiences with women. I caught myself getting nervous. Did she see the woman I invited to the house the other day, Nina? I told her everything I knew about women,

everything she wanted to hear: their needs, their wants, and their rights to be as equal to men.

“I see,” she said. “You know nothing about women.”

“What was that?”

“Anyway,” she ignored me. “What do you think about sex?”

“‘Cuse me? What about sex?” I said, smiling a crooked smile on the inside, pretending that I wasn’t interested. I was. I was thirsty again. I drank from my glass,
watching her.

“I think it’s sacred,” she said and took a sip from her red wine and ordered another.

“Sacred?” I was a bit dumbstruck, flummoxed. “Explain.”

“I don’t have to explain anything.” The waiter stood before her, taking our plates and glass cups.

“And why is that?”

She said nothing and slid the bill across the table, drinking her wine.

I looked at it and placed my card down on the receipt.

Looking back up, Mayann was ready to leave, slipping her purse onto her shoulder.

“Where are you going?” I asked her.

“‘Cuse me?” she said. “What was that?”

“Are you leaving?” I said.

“Yes,” she said and started for the door. “See you tomorrow, Erin. It was good talking to you.”

I held the pen in my hand and signed the bill. The waiter looked at me and asked if I needed some tissues.

“‘Cuse me?” I said and stood up from my seat, flowers still on the table. I picked them up and went out the door. The wind blew hard, and the French Quarter looked
packed. I started for Bourbon Street. I wanted to forget the date and find another woman but something touched me.

I stopped.
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I couldn’t go any further, for Mayann lay on my mind. I envisioned her smile and caught glimpses of her Mars-colored eyes. I desired her, and I felt the need to talk to
her again, to see her once more. I held the flowers in my hand and smelled them, holding them closely to my chest like a box of chocolates as I savored the moment of

an infatuated love I’d never known in all my years of adulthood. I realized that my heart was stolen, taken by the woman that I knew next door, a woman who took me
by surprise, who was not blinded by my gentleness. I looked down the streets again and started for home, untying my tie and holding the flowers closely in my arms,

thinking of Mayann, spellbound by her charm.

*

I lay in my bed. The sun was rising and a bar of light penciled its way through my diaphanous curtains. It had been a few weeks since Mayann and I gone on a date. I
kept thinking where I went wrong. Was I not attractive? Was I not good enough for her? I talked to Rodney about it. He told me that I didn’t do anything wrong. I didn’t
believe him. We sat out talking on his steps, the boys and me. Kids were playing freeze tag across the streets in their yards while pedestrians took their children for a

walk to enjoy the summer breeze.

“I mean, I bought her flowers, paid for the bill,” I said.

Rodney listened. The boys did, too.

“She is the first woman that took me by surprise,” I said.

“Why you say that?” Rodney replied.

“Because she is different. She has me confused.”

“Rodney,” Ms. Allen called.

“Coming, honey,” Rodney said and looked at me one last time. “I told you, the woman has class.”

“What does that even mean?” I asked him

Rodney walked into his house and said nothing.

I sat on the porch, thinking. Mayann was coming out of her door. She held papers in her hands. I walked up to her.

“Hi, Mayann.”

“What’s your name again?” she stared at me for a minute.

I cringed at the question. I didn’t want to answer, but I did. “Erin.”

“Oh, that’s right. Hey, Erin. How are you?”

“I am doing well.”

“That’s good. What’s up?”

“I was wondering if we could go on a date again,” I said, waiting for a reply. There was an awkward silence. Then she answered.

“Sure,” she said. “Can you cook?”

“Yes,” I lied. “Yes, I can cook.”

“My place Saturday.” She hopped in her BMW.

“Okay,” I said. She drove off and disappeared in the distance. The way Mayann handled the situation made me want to reconsider, but my feelings could not resist,
although I felt as if I was the woman taking orders and she was the man giving them to me without hesitation. It was clear that Mayann was more than the woman I
thought she would be. Maybe it was her appearance that made me develop a misconception about her. The figure of her body and the way it moved, like cognac in a

half-filled Barcardi glass bottle, made me think she was a woman beyond her experiences in the sex world—I wasn’t sure, or at least I thought I was.

The opinion I had of Mayann didn’t matter now. It all faded away like a tornado after a dust storm. The thoughts I had about her were new, developed and contemplated
concepts about her blackness as a woman and her status. She was mature, like Rodney said, but mature in a sense that made me think about what type of a man I was
or was raised to be. A savage in bed or a deceptive beast behind closed doors? I wondered. The thoughts came and dwindled away when I found myself picking at the
root of the ideas. I was changing as a black man. I was changing for the better. I was changing to be with the woman that decoded my life’s answers and gave me a

definition of what it means to be a gentleman.

Mayann, I whispered, in the middle of the streets, and there I knew, that she was the woman for me. A fleece of clouds drifted in slow motion above my head and the
heat from the asphalt rippled in mid-air as a school of pigeons stretched their wings along power line wires for balance.

Rodney called me when I made it to the sidewalk. I held my head up and saw that the boys were gone and the chairs were now empty. Rodney said that he was cooking
for the night and asked me if I wanted to stay. I rubbed my hair when he mentioned it to me. I understood the question, but I did not understand what had happened. I

was still moving back and forth between thoughts of Mayann and reality. I didn’t catch most of the words he said, but I could hear his voice, which was stern and
impossible to understand.

“What was that, Rodney?” I said and he shook his head.
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“Never mind,” He told me. “Please stay if you want to.”

“Unfortunately, I can’t. I have to head home,” I said.

I told Rodney I would see him later. We parted ways without any words being exchanged.

The days went by quickly and Saturday was already there. It only took me ten minutes to take a shower. I slipped into a button down shirt and blue jeans. I fished
around in my pockets and fumbled across two five dollar bills and one twenty. I sat the crumpled bills on the table and pulled a book from my bookshelf, in which I
placed the bills inside the hardcover book and let them mash between the pages to even themselves out into crisp form. I then let the book sit on the mahogany desk

while I walked to Mayann’s place. I rang her doorbell, but no one answered. I waited at the door, and Mayann opened it, welcoming me into her place—she was smiling,
red lipstick, pearl earrings and all.

“Take your shoes off,” she told me.

I untied my shoes and placed them behind the door. I observed the walls. They were decorated with flower patterns and baby blue jays. The air smelled of Gumbo
Seasoning and Cajun Shrimp. Mayann ushered me to the living room where I sat admiring the decor and the fancy wine bottles that shot out from the wine shelf.

“Water?” she asked me.

I nodded my head. My mouth was dry. I was thirsty.

“The food would be ready in just a minute,” she said. “And please, let me know if you need anything.”

Wasn’t I supposed to cook, I said to myself, but thought nothing of it.

Mayann sat down on the sofa and we talked for a few minutes. She told me how she was professionally involved in sculpting and a big fan of Jean-Michel Basquiat’s
work. Mayann surprised me, of course, for she talked of her past and how her father died of lung cancer. She even corrected the negative rumors that people spoke

about her. I caught myself biting my tongue because I was one of those people. Did she know that I have been telling the boys I could have her in bed? Did she know that
I was thirsty for her? I believed she did, especially the way she looked at me, head cocked and eyes on mine. Or was it me who desired her, but thought she desired me?

My male body was a bell jar of emotions. I didn’t know what to believe, for I was ambivalent about her and our conversation. When I tried talking, she would move from
the sofa and saunter to the mantel piece, looking at pieces of papers in a manila folder.

“Are you a writer?” she asked me.

“I wouldn’t say I am a writer, but I love to write.”

“Would you be interested in reading a piece of mine? It’s titled ‘My Body, My Blackness.’ It’s a spoken word poem.”

I stared at her and repeated the title. Then I answered. “I would love to.”

“Okay,” she said and positioned herself, setting the bundle of papers in her hands. She handed them to me. “I’ll be back. I have to check on the food in the kitchen.”

“Okay,” I said and looked down at the paper. I read the title and crossed my legs.

Please listen, and listen carefully, black man

I am a black woman and this blackness that you see carry a long past

My blackness is a past filled with dark histories

Mysteries of a black woman trying to figure out if her tar body was meant to be

Oppressed since the beginning of American history

And these hips you see are mine and mine to keep

Don’t be fooled by the way they sway

Several men like you try to have their way

I paused and felt a shock through my veins. The sound and the rhythm of the piece touched me. Was Mayann trying to tell me something? I looked around the room and
back at the paper. In my head, I could hear a booming voice coming from the page, but I couldn’t hear a drop of a pen when I stopped reading. Was I going through the

motions of telepathically communicating with my inner self? I wasn’t sure. I read on:

I am highly intelligent and articulate and don’t need a King to be crowned Queen

This woman that you see has class and mean business and do not settle for a joke and a smile

My skin makes me above average, and my belief in it makes me a goddess. Please don’t be surprised because being a goddess is how I got it–made

Now stop and think—My body

My body is much more than what historians can explain
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I am filled with wisdom

And these thighs, they are not to please

Marked and scarred, but tall I stand like the ancient pyramids of Egypt

Yes, I’m free

Free at last

And I am a black woman and my blackness on this earth was meant to be

I walk with purpose, wild and mighty, with a script to preach

You see these hips—these bulging thighs—cannot be contained

Devoured or swallowed

Please let me explain

I am an ocean and deeper than any blue sea

These lips

This body

And my blackness is my own, and I let that be known

They are mine to keep

Succulent

Sexy

Black

And not afraid to lose control

I am strong, a sanctuary of a million

Loud and clear I speak without any words to spare

So listen up

I am a womanist and refuse to hold my tongue

My blackness is bold

It runs through the Nile

East to West—my blood, my pain stains this earth

Cursed but blessed

I am a strong woman, Black Man

And this is My Body, My Blackness
When I finished reading the poem, I held my head up to see Mayann walking from the kitchen. She had a glass of water in her hand, handing it to me. I told her I

wasn’t thirsty anymore. I gave the poem back to her and stood up from the sofa. It had spoken to me. I didn’t tell her that, of course. But I could feel on my face that
she already saw it, the guilt. She stood before me and asked if I was hungry. I nodded my head as she made her way to the kitchen. She didn’t ask me anything about

her work, but took the papers and sat them back on the mantel piece.

Mayann, I tried calling out to her, but felt as if I were still going through the motions after reading. I kept quiet and sauntered to the kitchen, still stuck between the
limbo of the world and Mayann’s piece.

After dinner, Mayann and I talked over the table. She shared with me her thoughts about our friendship and how she was not interested in dating. I wanted to tell
her that I was changing and that I thought she would be someone I could spend my life with. I changed my mind when she told me the stories of her past and how

dating didn’t really go so well. She told me that she was focused on law school and looking forward to graduating from Loyola in New Orleans. She told me she was
always focused on school and nary a man.

As I sat back listening to her, I began to see that I no longer knew myself. I was letting Mayann get the best of me. Although I didn’t like it, I respected her and the
decision she was making, not wanting to be in a relationship until marriage. I began to realize that I was divested of power, that I was a boy dressed up in some
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grown man’s clothing. Mayann was the adult in the room and I was her son—nay, her student. My thoughts were torn apart by Mayann, shattered and battered by
some overwhelming force. Everything I knew about black women dissipated into thin air, spiraling someplace remote and unknown. I felt as if a vitrified glass wall

had been broken, and I was free to live and appreciate them for their bodies, for who they were, for who they are.

When Mayann finished talking to me, I wished her a good night at the door. She handed me a plate she made earlier. It was still warm at the bottom, so she placed it in
a bag. I thanked her and tried kissing her on the cheek. My body was stiff, but somehow I drew closer. My lips almost came into contact with her flesh.

“No.” She stopped me and turned her head, exhaling.

I nodded and took two steps back, picking up my shoes. She reached for my hand and brushed the edge of my fingers against her face. Her eyes closed and opened. She
looked at me and kissed me on the cheek.

“Good night, Erin,” she said and eased back into her door, closing it slowly.

I stood there for a while and made my way down the hall. A lamplight sputtered and a bowl of cat milk sat abandoned. The air-conditioner hummed as the exit sign
flashed on and off. I opened the doors and went home. I stood before my porch, stargazing, holding my face up to the crescent moon. I then made my way inside. I

walked to my room and clicked on the TV. I looked at the book that sat on my mahogany desk, remembering the two five dollar bills and one twenty that sat between
its pages. I picked the book up and turned to the page where the money lay. They were clean and fresh again. The creases were no longer there, for they were flat and

changed. I slipped the money in my pocket and went to my kitchen to drink a glass of water.

I looked outside my window. Mayann sat at her desk, writing. Poetry? I thought. Maybe she was. I closed the curtains and leaned against the sink. I was changing. I
could feel it. I could feel myself moving and twisting, shape-shifting into blackness, changing for the better. It was as if my body was regenerating itself into a new

shape. I felt it. I was becoming a man, a black man, and Mayann knew it, except the world, Rodney, and the boys.



Artist Spotlight

An Interview with 
Paul Duhe III

"There’s things that I can do and there’s
definitely things I can’t do and some things that
I’m not really good at.  But I’ve put a lot of time
and effort into music and I think I’ve spent a lot

of time falling in love with it.  Even if I’m not
amazing, it’s reached a point where I’ve just
decided that if I’m going to give anything my

time, it’s music."
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There is an undeniable tinge of tranquility in Paul
Duhe’s music. Paul has quickly garnered attention

at Bard College through his intimate and
innovative work in the jazz world.

Adela Foo:  What instrument do you play?

Paul Duhe:  I play the saxophone.

AF:  How long have you been playing for?

PD:  I started playing when I was about 8 or 9
years old.  My dad actually played the
trombone and that’s how he got me and my
younger sister playing music.

AF: Did you start out playing the saxophone
back then?

PD:  I started on the trombone which was my
dad’s instrument.  I also played in bands.  I
tried out different instruments, but eventually I
settled down with the sax.

AF:  I’ve personally witnessed a lot of people
who start playing instruments when they’re
younger, only to give them up when they have
to go to school, work, or deal with life.  But
you’ve been playing for a long time. What
keeps you playing?

PD:  I think it comes down to nostalgia.  It’s
kinda like… I’ve gotten to this point where I
have certain things that make me who I am
now.  There’s things that I can do and there’s
definitely things I can’t do and some things
that I’m not really good at.  But I’ve put a lot
of time and effort into music and I think I’ve
spent a lot of time falling in love with it.  Even
if I’m not amazing, it’s reached a point where
I’ve just decided that if I’m going to give
anything my time, it’s music.

AF:  You’re a great musician; I’ve heard you
play!

PD:  Aw, thank you!

AF:  [Laughs] So, how is it playing music at
Bard in comparison to back home?

PD:  I think one thing is that... the people who
play their instruments definitely make the
musical environment what it is.  There are 

more people of color back home and I think
you stumble upon musicians who play in a
totally different way.  Who play with a
different style.  Who play, you know, from
their soul.  You know?  It’s funky.  At Bard
you can still find that… but just in different
ways… because people are from different
backgrounds.

AF: Is there a huge difference in contrast to
music back home?

PD:  I’m not sure how to explain it. I’m in the
jazz department, but I think there’s a lot of
rock and indie stuff in SMOG and Root Cellar.
When it comes to Jazz, there’s a lot of… I
don’t know, it’s different. It’s a 'lil different.

AF:  How is it different?

PD:  [Laughs] Well there’s honestly lot of
white people, you know?

AF:  Like in [the group] Bard Bars.  But they
do have some great stuff.

PD:  [Laughs] yeah. But, you see… even in
Bard Bars, half of ‘em are people of color and
the other half are white people and they kinda
feed off each other.  They both have a lot to
offer, you know?
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AF:  I’m glad to hear that!  What are some
take-aways from playing music at Bard so far?

P:  I love Bard. I’m really enjoying it and I
think it’s a great place for music.  I also think
it’s a free space to do bring whatever you want
to the table.  I like that freedom.  Although that
can be hard considering how hard it can be to
make sure I’m doing the right things, I really
like the mentality that pushes you to “do what
you think you need to do”.
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M                ost of us, as people of color, have experienced
being fetishized by another race at least a few times in our
lives. These experiences are always disorientating, steeped
in racial prejudice and outlandish stereotypes; They’re just
downright creepy.  

Racial fetishization involves an individual being attracted
to another individual belonging to a different race, because
of the latter’s culture, ethnicity or specific facial features. It
involves one party perceiving the other through a
stereotypical racial/ethnic lens, objectifying, and (for lack
of a more appropriate word) enjoying specific parts of
their identities instead of loving them as a whole.

Racial fetishization is hardly a new concept. It has been
well documented that Black women suffered sexual abuse
at the hands of their slave masters and this was a heinous
representation of control, domination, and power. Black
women were viewed by their slave masters as mere objects
of sexual gratification.

But that is not to say that Black women and specifically,
black bodies, are entirely free from the shackles of racial
fetishization today.

In 2015, when reality TV star Kylie Jenner began sporting a
much poutier pair of lips, the internet and effectively the
world exploded into madness. Teens and young adults
sought to emulate Jenner’s new look by sucking on shot
glasses. These actions contributed to the birth of the
#KylieJennerChallenge. This trend of DIY temporary lip
plumping also saw a surge in severe injuries around the
lips and mouth as the non flexible rims of these shot
glasses shattered under the pressure.

This commotion caused by Kylie Jenner’s plumped up lips
reveals this: stereotypically black features can only be
considered beautiful when donned like an accessory on a
white person. This point is further corroborated when
popular fashion magazine Elle wrongfully referred to full
lips as “Kylieesque,”  blatantly ignoring the existence of
black people who inherently had this particular facial
feature. Society’s reaction towards Jenner’s lips clearly
demonstrate whose bodies are valued and whose are not.

Another classic case of racial fetishization can be evinced
from the term, “Yellow Fever”, which is referred to non-
Asians, particularly whites, who have a fetish for Asian
people. Not only is this horrendous term telling of Asian
fetishization, but also, it demonstrates a fetishization of a
specific type of Asian. People tend to forget that Asia is not
a country, but in fact a continent; the world’s largest and
most populous continent at that! Asia spans an area of
44,579,000 square kilometers and comprises of a
whopping 48 countries ranging from Afghanistan to
Vietnam. Therefore, it is interesting to note that only a 

specific category of Asians, mainly East Asians, are
considered to be the prime targets for racial fetishization.  

In fact, when I enter the words “Asian female” in the
google search toolbar, I receive about 447,000,000 search
results in 0.61 seconds. The first hit on the top of my list is
delightfully titled, “SeekingAsianFemale.com.” I click on
the link and am immediately treated to a full-screen
 photograph of a tiny Asian woman in a cheap wedding
dress and lacklustre bouquet. She is being carried by a
much older white “gentleman” who looks to be sweating
heavily while simultaneously attempting to mask his
discomfort with a grin on his double chin. As I realize that
“Seeking Asian Female” is actually a film title, I briefly
heave a sigh of relief. However, my hopes are cruelly
dashed when I read the little synopsis at the top page
which reads: Seeking Asian Female is an eccentric modern
love story about Steven and Sandy—an aging white man
with “yellow fever” who is obsessed with marrying any
Asian woman, and the young Chinese bride he finds
online.

*Immediately feels pulse to check my heart rate.*
I can only pray to all the gods from all religions that
filmmaker, Debbie Lum, was being highly ironic.  

Again, I enter “Asian women” into the Google search
toolbar, and this time I find gold. I click on a website titled
thechive.com, and immediately the title screams at me for
attention: “ASIAN WOMEN ARE THE EIGHTH
WONDER OF THE WORLD (40 PHOTOS)”. This photos
were uploaded by the obviously non perverse sub¬human
named “Bob”.

I cannot help but laugh while scrolling through all 40
photos in this terribly strange website. Is this the image
that racists think of when the words “Asian” and “women”
pop into their minds? Being Asian, I can attest to a few
things that I have seen my whole life: 1) not all Asians have
bedroom eyes that are comparable to Bambi’s on
shrooms, 2) not all Asian women have the skin color of
fluorescent milk, and 3) not all Asians have tiny waists, big
boobs and eurocentric features.

*Also, none of the props that the women hold (ranging
from phones to boobs to crotches and ice cream) enhance
the photo in any way; but instead promotes the
sexualization of Asian women!*  

The point I am trying to make here, is that racial
fetishization is stupid and extremely dehumanizing. What
makes racial fetishization more problematic is that this
form of fetishization is becoming more prevalent among
people of color within their same race. East Asian men are
now increasingly tending to hanker for East Asian women,
who clearly exist only in Adobe Photoshop. Men gravitate
towards Black women with certain specific physical
features like a “fat ass”. This idea that there is only one
“ideal” woman that exists within each racial category is
clearly unrealistic and not okay; this denies the existence
of so many different types of wonderful women. 

Adela Foo

“Latinas are spicy in bed.”  

“You’re black, so you must have a MASSIVE dick!”  

“Konichiwa! I want you to know that you are beautiful like a lotus flower ;)” 



RACISM AND HOW WE GIVE AS
GOOD AS WE GET

Image by Associated Press
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Magazines and style blogs constantly bombard us with trends to

make us feel or look better, but should there be a limit to them?

Some trends encroach upon cultural appropriation- they put our

bodies and self-image at risk. Body modification should be a source

of empowerment. It should allow you to feel further satisfaction with

your body, but not at the cost of promoting ethnic features on white

people while condescending the same features on 'ethnic' people.

Beauty trends should teach us to embrace the features on our

respective bodies, rather than to whitewash them.

Kylie Jenner Lip Challenge

People all over the Internet have been inserting their lips into

shot glasses and using suction force to achieve Kylie Jenner’s

famous pout. This challenge is a form of cultural appropriation

that is dangerous. The danger lies in shot glasses shattering,

micro-damage to the vessels, scarring, bruising, and even lip

indentations in order to get a temporary plump pout. Some of

these injuries can be permanent, and the temporary gains are

just not worth the health hazards.

Instagram user melissad071988 states, “Big lips have been a

source of ridicule for black people for practically forever, and

now because this little girl comes on the scene with her fake

lips, you want to pretend like it’s a new ‘It thing?!’” This

sentiment underlines the paradox of white people

appropriating 'ethnic' features, when these features

on 'ethnic' people are often shamed. This beauty trend

perpetuates the phenomenon of white women having big lips,

big breasts, big butts, and tanned skin; however, when women

of color have these features, it is not considered beautiful.

A4 Challenge

This challenge, originated in China, took the Instagram world

by storm. The premise behind this challenge is to hold up an

8.3 inch-wide A4 paper to your waist to show how tiny your

waist is. In Chinese culture, it is desirable for a woman to have

a petite figure and the A4 challenge reinforces the idea that all

Chinese women who do not conform to the petite silhouette

stereotype are not beautiful or desired. Women’s bodies come

in an assortment of different sizes, and to ostracize those who

cannot match their waist to the width of a piece of paper is

ludicrous.
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Skin Bleaching

There are various products in many beauty aisles that claim to

lighten and bleach your skin so you can obtain the Caucasian

skin tone society tells us to strive to have. Some of the reasons

behind skin bleaching are unsettling because they encourage

(especially in various regions of Asia) those who have more

melanin to sometimes endure a painful, burning experience

that inevitably irritates the skin until it transforms into a

whiter hue.

There is a historical context for why lighter skin is desired

among women: those who had to endure fieldwork would have

much darker skin tone than those who were able to escape

outside labor and typically had much lighter skin tones. In this

day and age, lighter skin is desired for a slightly different

reason; the majority of beauty icons are predominantly white.

Think of Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, Blake Lively, or

Taylor Swift. If you Google “beautiful girls of Hollywood,” only

images of Caucasian starlets show up. This standard of beauty

distorts what true beauty is: a celebration of diverse and

unique bodies.

Double Lid Techniques

Double eyelid products and procedures are highly popular

among East Asians. East Asians typically have monolids, which

gives the aesthetic of having smaller looking eyes. This beauty

trend is also popularized by the images of beauty icons that are

predominantly white. Asians who have smaller eyes have been

subjects of mockery. Racist jokes such as “Open your eyes,

Chink” or “Are you sleepy?” are internalized and thus Asians

resort to avoid scrutiny or shame by having a double eyelid

surgery (blepharoplasty). Some take another route and

purchase products that make their eyes appear larger by

folding or shaping the eyelids. The problem with this beauty

trend (as well as skin bleaching) isn't only that it is highly

desirable among white culture, but that it is also highly desired

among Asian cultures.

In a documentary series called The Price of Beauty, Jessica

Simpson meets with a Japanese woman who wanted to

undergo blepharoplasty. The Japanese woman

explained: “Some Japanese consider the bigger the eyes are,

the more beautiful. And I wanted to have bigger eyes… like you

do!” This took Simpson back and she stated, “I don’t

understand why a Japanese woman would want to change the

beauty of their eyes, because I look at them and that’s the

exotic part about them… why would she want to take that away

from herself?” Being exotic can be beautiful; however, when

exoticized features are often shamed by other ethnicities - and

especially one’s own ethnicity - it is no longer a term of

empowerment.  
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"I remember thinking about
how this appreciation was
not only demonstrated by
the members during
meetings, but also every
time we walked by each
other on campus.

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT 

An Interview with Wailly Comprés
By Marley Alford

Last year I interviewed Dariel Vasquez about Brothers at Bard (BAB), a mentorship, peer
mediation, and character development outreach program, that fosters the academic and
personal achievement of young men of color in Kingston, New York. The group creates a
nurturing network of social, academic, and personal support for its members, while
upholding the principles of brotherhood, unity, and loyalty to enact positive change
within themselves and their underserved communities.  Recently, I caught up with Wailly
Comprés, a BAB member studying Philosophy and Latin American studies, to get an
update on the progress of the program since last year.
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Marley:  The last time I had a conversation about BAB was last year with co-founder, Dariel Vazquez.  BAB was about a year old at the time.

 What are some changes that have occurred within the program, if any, since then?

Wailly:  I’ll start by talking about the mentoring program.  This semester, BAB has been improving the mentoring program at Kingston High
School (KHS).  Previously, Dariel spoke with you about the character development component of the mentorship.  Basically, BAB members sat
with KHS students to talk about their problems. We were not tutors; we were not helping them with academic subjects like math.  It was more

like identifying problems happening in the household that were preventing them from being successful at school.  Now, we have expanded our
mentoring to include an academic enrichment component as well. This is a great addition because, yes we helped tackle their root problems
with the character development component, but now that they’ve identified what those problems are they need a next step.  Now we’re also

giving them the practical skills to go a step further and do well academically.  Another change I noticed is how much more involved we are in
our mentees’ college application processes. We know when a mentee gets accepted into a college, when SATs are coming out, when they’re
supposed to register for it, etc.  Our visits are divided between academic enrichment mentoring, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and character

development, on Fridays.

M:  Oh, wow!  Three days a week?

W:  Yes, so that’s a huge commitment.  But something great has happened this year on campus; we have so many young men from Bard
involved in BAB. A lot of them are now finishing up their first year; like Orlando, Lotus, Saúl, Azlan, Matt, Eli, and Josh.  So many people

became part of the group and all of them, right away, became crucial assets to certain components of BAB.  They also came at an interesting
time for Bard.  Racial tensions at Bard became more visible in comparison to  last year and meetings were intense because we were actually
dealing with problems that were hard to avoid.  For example, one student received an anonymous hate-letter saying that he didn’t fit in at

Bard and calling him a ‘black peasant.’  After this racist attack we ran multiple meetings, allowing us to share and offer support for each other.
 We grew really close through this and other moments of racial tension this past semester.  For an entire month, every meeting ran longer than
the designated one-hour.  I never felt this close to my brothers than in the moments they really needed me.  We wrote letters of appreciation to
each other in a meeting during that period, and I remember thinking about how this appreciation was not only demonstrated by the members

during meetings, but also every time we walked by each other on campus. Not only are we trying to address people's situations on a weekly
basis, we are trying to be more influential on campus by trying to make events that will help address issues of race on campus and celebrate

students of color. The Women of Color Appreciation Gala is one example of that.

Image by Brothers at Bard
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M:  I really wish I went to the Women of Color Appreciation Gala! , It was amazing from what I’ve heard

W:  Yeah, it was so good!  It could use some improvement since it was the first time we did something like that. We did as much as we could
to make it more inclusive––it was just really hard.  Since the campus was already heated about recent racially-charged incidents, it was even

more controversial than it was supposed to be.  Despite that, we realized that that sometimes people of color  need to hear how much they
matter.  That’s something that we always strive to do at BAB, especially since racial tensions tend to weigh people of color down at times.

Change is also apparent within our group of members from Bard.   A lot of people started bringing up problems surrounding how we behave
on campus and we ended up designating a time during meetings to let group members address character feedback to each other.  Like, “Hey,

this thing that you’re doing might be affecting some people.”

M:  So, holding each other more accountable?

W:  Yeah.  That is really important in our group now because people started to take BAB very seriously. Seeing members not be as committed
as others brought tension to the table, but it all comes out of love and care for one another.  This just goes to show the potential the members
have to be great leaders for BAB. So many of them are taking the initiative to step up and say, “I wanna be the leader of this, I wanna be the

leader of that.”

M:  Wow, that’s a lot of things that have changed!

W:  Yeah, that’s the thing about BAB.  It’s in a constant flux.   With every upcoming class comes new interested young men in BAB from Bard
and KHS. New problems are going to keep coming and we gotta adapt to them to continue making BAB a safe space so that all of us, including

our mentees, can grow as strong men of color. 



AFROPULSE: A SHORT DOCUMENTARY

FILM
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Inside Out: Approaching Crossroads Between Bard and the

World Outside of It
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"I remember leaning against the wooden rail on Ludlow Lawn before the beginning of the walkout, observing the sea of pale
faces. I was struck with a visual reminder that we were speaking in front of a community of white liberals, radicals,

conservatives, and those who politically identify with neither."
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HOW WHITE FEMINISM ENABLES RAPE
CULTURE AND SEXUAL TERRORISM ON
SURVIVORS OF COLOR

When I left my home, I imagined a
new life waiting for me at
Wesleyan. I arrived believing that I
had left the darkness behind me,
but the universe instead dug  me
into a pit of obscurity in which I
needed to find my claws in order to
scratch my way to the surface. The
second month of my freshman
year, my mother’s greatest fear
came to life: I was raped. That
month in 2011, a friend and I
headed towards the party at the Psi
Upsilon fraternity on Wesleyan’s
campus. We walked into the house
together but shortly after arriving
we were separated by masses of
students and solo cups. I wandered
through crowds of pledge brothers
and beer cans determined to reunite
with my friend only to find that
someone else had been looking for
me as well.

His name was Michael and this was
not the first time he had searched
for me. He was tall, his limbs long
and his frame towering over me.
His speech slurred but his eyes
were fixated on mine. His hands
soon began to mimic his gaze, his
fingers gripping the sides of my
face holding it in place as he
shoved his tongue inside my
mouth. I froze wincing at the taste
of his venom, but the claps and
cheers that erupted from his pledge
brothers made me question my
feelings. Am I wrong? Should I
kiss him back? Is this supposed to
feel good? If I push him away will
they ravage me too? Is this how
hooking up is supposed to happen?
Before any of my questions could 

be answered, his lips parted from
mine. He grabbed my hand and
pulled me towards the stairs. My
body, accustomed to an
adolescence ridden with feeling
unsafe and uncomfortable,
followed him as if it was out of
habit.

I remember lying on the tiles of the
Psi Upsilon laundry room. His
sweat and stench of alcohol on my
chest and neck, my blood staining
my face and his hands. I began
collecting my clothes, throwing
my sweater over my body in haste.
The first chance I had I darted out
of the house. I remember bolting
through the door and feeling the
seeds of repression plant
themselves in my mind as my feet
hit the pavement.

Weeks passed and I thought
nothing of the tiles. Those
memories were burrowed in the
parts of my mind reserved for
reminiscences of violence. His
smell, his words, his taste, his
fingers, my blood, my tears, my
skin were all locked away in a
place where they would swim and
murk together. I turned to humor
to deal with my trauma, mocking
him and hoping that if I laughed
hard enough maybe it will just be
that: a joke.

Weeks turned into months, months
into years, until the second
semester of my junior year arrived
and the walls that were rooted in
my skull began to crack. I
remember the day when the
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mortar that was sandwiched
between the bricks blocking my
trauma turned to dust. Psi Upsilon
was struck with a lawsuit regarding
another incident of sexual assault
that took place within the house.
The entire campus erupted with
anger and soon I could not find a
space on campus that was free of
the words “rape” and “fraternities.”
I could not even escape it in class.
During one of these classroom
discussions, I raised my hand and
spoke about an article I read that
stated that survivors of sexual
 assault often re-write the
experience as a coping mechanism
necessary for surviving trauma.
Rape transforms into just a “bad
hook-up.” As class continued, that
statement continued to ring in my
head.

“Rewrite…Coping Mechanism”

“Survive…Coping Mechanism”

“Trauma…Coping Mechanism”

It rang while I was in class, but it
blared when I walked outside. The
words slamming themselves against
the bone in my skull, my hands
shaking as I briskly walked back to
my room. I walked past Psi Upsilon
when the powerful reverberations of
“rape,” “trauma,” “survive”
shattered through the wall allowing
everything within to ooze through. I
remembered his smell. I
remembered his fingers and where
he put them. I remembered how my
throat viciously fought to close up. I
remember how he laughed when he
saw my eyes water. I remembered
how his fingers sprawled over my
mouth, his hands squeezing on my
face with such force that I thought
he would split.

“I rewrote…Coping Mechanism”

“I survived…Coping Mechanism”

“My trauma…Coping Mechanism”

There was no wall to hide behind
anymore.

I had never felt more isolated than
those moments when I realized that
I had been raped. I felt like I had no
place to go, no space for me, no
safety net to fall into. We cannot
support each other without
recognizing and respecting our
differences. We cannot help each
other without first acknowledging
and understanding our position and
privilege on this planet. I cannot
stand here and dream of a brighter
future without discussing a major
hurdle that is blocking us from the
world we deserve. I cannot stand
here and not talk about the thing
that made me feel so isolated when
I needed help the most. The hurdle
I am speaking of is called White
Feminism.

Blogger Cate Young defines white
feminism as:

“a set of beliefs that allows for the
exclusion of issues that specifically
affect women of color. It is “one
size-fits all” feminism, where
middle class white women are the
mold that others must fit.”  

White feminism constantly has me
asking, where do I belong? Are
safe spaces meant for me?

To ask people of color to separate
their race from themselves in order
to “focus on cis, white women’s
issues” is a cruel, dehumanizing
and racist request. Yet white
feminists constantly demand and
expect this. I cannot tell you how
many times I, and other survivors
of color have heard “Why bring
race into this? Why are you making
everything about race?” I cannot
strip away my blackness, nor
would I ever want to. It is a part of
who I am. It is my beauty. It is my
strength. It is a legacy that breathes
within me from ancestors past and
one that exhales a future of
resilience and power.

Unfortunately, white feminism is
very mainstream and because of
that, survivors of color are not able
to receive the help they need. By 

expecting us to fit this mold, white
feminism excludes real, serious
issues that plague survivors of
color. Survivors of color are
pushed to the wayside only to be
picked up for promotional photos
and token friendships.

Statistics confirm that 80-90% of
perpetrators come from the same
racial background as the survivor
in all violent crimes. That being
said so many survivors of color
never speak up because they feel as
if they are letting their community
down if they do so. Black survivors
feel like they are endangering the
black people in their community
and enforcing awful stereotypes if
their assailant is of the same race.

It took me so long to call my rapist
a rapist because I felt so guilty. I
felt like I had betrayed my
community because I had been
raped. I felt so unwanted. I felt like
calling him a rapist would enforce
stereotypes. I felt like I was
endangering the very community I
had fought so hard to protect. This
is a reality most survivors of color
face, it is one that is brutal and
painful. So you can imagine why
we would not feel safe talking
about our experiences in spaces
that are not made with us in mind.
White feminism wants us to strip
away our race, a task that is
impossible because we cannot
separate what is so tightly
intertwined. After experiencing
such a traumatic event, Black
survivors do not have the time or
energy to explain the basic burdens
of systematic racism and
misogynoir to people who will use
Google to steal from cultures but
not to learn about them.

“She was asking for it” is a term
we are all familiar with regarding
cases of sexual assault. That
sentiment is heightened when it
comes to Black survivors. In this
society, Black people are not given
the privilege of innocence. We can
see this in the fact that Hillary
Clinton once called black children 
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“super predators” that have “no
conscience, no empathy” and that
they must be brought to “heel.” We
see this in how young black
survivors are often ridiculed when
they come forward about their
assault. Look at what happened to
the girl who was sexually assaulted
by R. Kelly on camera: We laughed
at her, in fact on Amy Poehler’s
new show Difficult People, a joke
was made regarding baby Blue Ivy
Carter stating “I can’t wait for Blue
Ivy to be old enough for R. Kelly to
piss on her.” Apparently, jokes
about abusing children are always
okay when the child is not white.

As we develop, even our growing
black bodies are blamed,
scrutinized and hyper-sexualized
constantly. “That girl is so fast”
they say, “her body’s growin thick
and right.” A long tumultuous
history of being demonized and
hyper-sexualized since birth, leads
black survivors to feel as if no one
will believe us and even worse, that
we somehow deserve what we got.

Black girls are even demonized for
our voices. Constantly told that we
are too loud, too ghetto. White
feminists constantly tone police
Black women, telling us that we
sound too angry, that our words are
too controversial. We are expected
to carry the burdens of systematic
racism on our shoulders while
donning smiles to make white
women comfortable. Tone policing
robs us of our voices and
undermines the very real validity of
our words.  That expectation is evil
and leaves women of color not only
out of the conversation, but
excluded from safe spaces and a
safe present and future. Our voices
are constantly picked at and
ridiculed but never listened to. We
live in a world where women of
color, especially dark-skinned
women of color are constantly told
to be quiet, to be smaller, to keep
waiting until white feminists are
ready to use our bodies and our
cultures for their personal gain and
entertainment. You can only 

imagine the heavy weight of
silence that digs into the pores of
survivors of color. That sinking,
suffocating, piercing feeling that
makes you want to clench your
fists and scream—But what’s the
point when no one chooses to hear
you?

We are told to be grateful to get
any help at all even if it is not
enough. I remember when I met
with Director of Title IX at
Wesleyan, a meeting where I left
shaking because he told me that I
needed to learn to be grateful that
my rapist was expelled. This was
right before he victim blamed me
for other assaults that would occur
on campus. Even when we fight to
make things better, the burden and
the blame of the systematic
oppressions that plague us, always
fall on our shoulders. Gratitude is
expected and if you don’t show it
you are berated. Because girls like
me are human beings viewed as
disposable entities. When we get
one sliver of justice, one drop of
humanity we MUST show our
appreciation and we are to do so by
continuing to stay silent and
expecting nothing more from a
society that deems us as worthless.

This is why my project
“Reclamation” needed to happen. I
was being consumed and terrorized
by the spaces that surrounded me:
the fraternity where I had been
raped. The co-ed fraternity that I
was once a member of demonizing
me for being a rape survivor. The
Wesleyan administration
undermining me. I felt like I had
shrank, my frame crashing and
melding together until there was
nothing left behind but fear and
loneliness. I had no space for me,
so I decided to make my own. I
needed to take over the spaces that
were torturing me and rewrite them
for myself. I created in order to
survive.

Creating allows me the chance to
regain control of situations and
experiences I had no control in. 
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My path towards healing really
came when I started to find and use
creative outlets for my pain. I could
be unapologetically angry, loud,
forceful, poetic and proud. I could
take up as much room as I wanted
because through my creative outlet, I
was able to make my own world,
one where I felt I mattered. Creating,
whether it be through writing,
photography, drawing or
performance art, allows for me to
regain control over situations where
that control was robbed from me.
For years these spaces had
consumed me until I felt like I was
nothing but an exoskeleton of
depression and anxiety. But those
two days that I shot Reclamation, I
was the most powerful woman on
the planet.

There was this moment while we
were shooting. I was standing in
front of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
one of my models standing by my
side. The sun is drenching my face
with light and in that moment I felt so
beautiful, I felt strong, I felt happy. I
hadn’t felt those feelings in so long
that at first they felt like foreign
entities invading my body, and for
the first time in so long, I said to
myself “You deserve this. You
haven’t felt this in a while but you
deserve every moment.” I never in a
million years would have thought
that I would feel so powerful and
beautiful, that I would be giving
myself messages of self-love and
care 20 feet away from the house I
was raped in. It dawned on me that
what Michael did to me, was a
complete representation of himself.
That rape described him as a
person. Even though it was one of
the most traumatic, disgusting
experiences of my life, that rape has
nothing to do with me as a person.
How I get back up, how I persevere,

how I grow and continue to love

afterwards, will always be a

representation of myself.

I look around this room and I see a
real chance at a brighter future. But
in order to get there, we must destroy
white feminism. We must 

create more safe spaces for
survivors of color. We must provide
funding for creative outlets for
survivors. We must listen to one
another and appreciate our
differences and experiences.
Nothing will stop me from
continuing to create. Nothing will
stop me from continuing to speak
out. Nothing will stop me from
continuing to be there for survivors
of sexual assault, just like the
incredible, beautiful people who
have been there for me. Fighting
rape culture is a painful and difficult
task but we can do it if we truly do it
together. I stand by survivors,
especially survivors of color and I
will always stand by them and the
choices they make to heal.

So tell me, where will you stand?
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